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Abstract 

 

Automatic detection of the pavement damages due to various actions of frost and vehicles would be 

helpful for the management of the distresses and for proper conditioning of the road. The aim of the 

automatic distress condition detection is to save time and resources. To fulfill this aim, development of 

the detection technique using various interpolation algorithms, mathematical differentiation and image 

interpretation technique is used as the main tool in this study. The raw data from the laser scanning 

machine mounted on the vehicle is the basis for the development of the methodology. Using the 

interpolation functions in the MATLAB platform, visual detection of the cracks is done. The kriging 

algorithm, delaunay triangulation principle and interpolation techniques and three dimensional plotting 

were tried and found the best algorithm suitable for the study with regards to the their accuracy of the 

result towards the reality (based on ocular inspection of the sections interpolated). The interpolated 

image thus generated were further processed using the differentiation technique which on further 

filtering and brushing, cracks were sorted out from the non-cracks pixels in the binary image. The 

cracks pixels and non-cracks pixels were sorted out by image analysis techniques in MATLAB. This 

analysis generated the image that showed cracks separated from non-crack pixels. By counting of the 

numbers of the adjacent crack pixels classification of the status of road section was automatically 

performed. In this study a scale of three classes of presence of cracks was used for classification of the 

pavement section. The methodology developed in this study however have some limitations related to 

the classification of the crack classes as potholes, first class, second class and third class. These 

limitations are basically the length, width and area of cracks. Even, with these limitations, it must be 

noted that the method developed is promising for the development of automatic distress detection of 

the pavement. Further enhancement of the method using advance machine and algorithm might be the 

way ahead of this study. This obviously will help a lot in the real field works if this study could be 

implemented with some enhancement for the automatic detection and classification of road distress 

condition.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Pavement roughness is generally defined as an expression of irregularities in the pavement 

surface that adversely affect the ride quality of a vehicle (WSDOT, 2012). 

The rate at which a pavement deteriorates depends upon its environmental, traffic loading 

conditions, original construction quality and interim maintenance procedures (Walker, 2001). 

Poor construction material or improper constructional procedure can significantly reduce the life 

of a pavement. Therefore two pavements constructed at the same time may not have the same 

life time. This study focuses on the damages caused by frost action phenomena.  

 

International road roughness index (IRI) is a simple measure to get to know about the 

deteriorations, for the evaluation of the roughness condition of a road, and the variations taking 

place in a pavement. IRI-measurements are usually done by laser scanning from vehicles. The 

extent of data collected in field makes it possible to evaluate other conditions as well. 

Nowadays the laser scanning is performed in 17 lines by the vehicles continuously and this 

technique has been used as a surface measurement technique for detecting the frost action 

related damages. The laser scanning equipment, ViaPPS developed by the Norwegian road 

administration is a good example in this regard. The development of the technique opens up 

new possibilities to process the data to gain other information than just the IRI-measure. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

It is essential for engineers to have a good understanding about the causes of road damages and 

the measures required to deal with them. In general there are a number of reasons involved to 

damage a pavement. For instance, rain water accumulation, excess amount of loads that are 

exceeding the bearing capacity of foundation, inappropriate design method, unsuitable material 

being used for construction purposes etc. Frost action is a natural phenomenon which is 

responsible for the heaving and thawing of a pavement.  

The IRI-measure is by definition the average surface elevation per length unit. Laser scanning 

of the road surface collects necessary amount of data for advanced analysis about the condition 

of a road surface for effective processing.  

In this research report we are more concerned to identify, classify and make comparison among 

the various damages caused by frost action. Thus, we need to analyse the raw data for the 

detection of local road damages caused by frost action. The variation in number of cracks and 

potholes of the pavement condition has to be studied by analyzing the data acquisition files from 

winter and summer season. Thus the pavement distress caused due to freezing and thawing are 

studied and evaluated.  

1.3 Scope of study 

 The scope of the study is to automatically identify and classify cracks and potholes in 

the pavement surface based on raw data from surface laser scanning data. 

 Identify frost-related damages in the pavement surface by comparing the winter and 

summer measurements and results. 
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1.4 Objectives of study 

 Evaluate different interpolation techniques to analyze the laser scanning data and 

selecting the appropriate choice among them. 

 Automatically classify cracks, potholes and other irregularities within the pavement 

 Comparing and classifying the analysed laser scanning data collected during winter and 

summer seasons. 

1.5 Delimitations 

 Using the present data available from the Pajala road project 

 Analysis of raw data by generating binary images, 2D images, graphs and histograms 

 The processing, evaluation and comparison of the data has only to be done by using 

MATLAB.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Pavement Distresses 

Distress means the physical deterioration which is generated by hard use over time. Surface 

distress is "Any indication of poor or unfavorable pavement performance or signs of impending 

failure; any unsatisfactory performance of a pavement short of failure" (WSDOT, 2012). There 

are many factors that contribute to deteriorate the road surface. Some of them are causing slow 

deformations while others are relatively rapid. These factors include fatigue cracking, rutting, 

presence of pot holes, longitudinal cracks, blocks or the elevation in the road surface due to 

frost actions.  

Keeping in view all these variables, it is evident that why do we find deteriorations among them 

at various rates and why do we find them in various stages of disrepair. Once we analyze the 

defects and their causes, it is easy for us to rate the pavement and to select a cost effective 

procedure for its rehabilitation. Periodic inspection is necessary to gather the information for the 

current and useful evaluation data. It is important to understand the phenomenon under which 

all of these processes combine together or affect the road section individually. For instance, 

fatigue cracking is the interconnection of cracks at the surface produced due to the tensile stress 

present beneath the asphalt layer and eventually resulting in one or more longitudinal cracks at 

the top. Mostly the measurements of pavement distress are done by the visual technics. In some 

older technics of pavements distress measurement, team of concern individual used to drive 

across the miles of pavement to be measured in a very slow speed of 4.5 m/s and 

study/measuring the pavements visually (WSDOT, 2012). Today, most of the measurements of 

pavement distress are done by the visual technics in which video images with high resolution 

cameras mounted on the vehicle are collecting the images at highway speeds. Evaluation of 

such images is done by professionally trained personnel. The advantages of using the current 

methods are safety, Accurate and complete distress data, more effective quality control, more 

efficient data collection and videos and digital images are available for other users also 

(Sivaneswaran and Pierce, 2001). 

Pavement distress modes are mainly divided into 3 groups as follows 

Fracture 

Due to the presence of excessive loading, thermal changes, slippage or contraction, fatigue and 

moisture damages, the surface of flexible and rigid pavements generates fracture in the form of 

cracking or spalling. 

Distortion 

 The presence of creep, densification, excessive loading, frost action, swelling and consolidation 

results the phenomena called distortion in the form of deformation such as rutting. 

Disintegration 

Disintegration can be caused by poor compaction or consolidation, traffic abrasion, loss of 

bonding or chemical reactivity as spalling or stripping. So we can conclude, the higher the 

amount of fractures, distortion and disintegration, the resulting roughness of the pavement will 

be excessive. Surface distress can be a sign of impending or current structural problems. 

Pavement Distress can be measured either subjective or objective. Subjective measurement is 

done by visual inspections whereas objective measurement is done by using various automated 

distress detection equipment such as Response Type Road Roughness Meters (section 2.4.1). 
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2.2 International Road Roughness (IRI) 

IRI is defined as ‘’The deviations of a pavement surface from true planar surface with 

characteristics dimensions that affect the vehicle dynamics, ride quality, dynamic loads and 

drainage for example longitudinal profile, transverse profile and cross slope’’ (ASTM, 2010). 

Thus, IRI is simply the average rectified slope therefore most often IRI is preferred over PSR. 

2.2.1 Applications based on IRI 

Having general overview about the roughness of a pavement caused by various factors it is 

important to know that how to carry out the evaluation process for a specific pavement? How to 

rate a pavement depending on its roughness? In modern engineering practice it is not suitable to 

rate a road surface just by having visual inspections. There has to be some criteria in order to 

figure out the status of a road by collecting the required information. Therefore several highway 

agencies adopt a standard called International road roughness (IRI) for finding the life span of a 

road after its development being made by the World Bank in the 1980’s.  

 

The IRI has helped the engineers in a great deal to find the characteristics of the longitudinal 

profile of a travelled wheel track and consists of a standardized roughness measurement. It is 

used for the quality and safety purpose of a road. The IRI (figure-1) is based on the average 

rectified slope (ARS), which is a filtered ratio of a standard vehicle's accumulated suspension 

motion (in mm, inches, etc.) divided by the distance traveled by the vehicle during the 

measurement (km, mi, etc.). IRI is then equal to ARS multiplied by 1,000. The commonly 

recommended units are meters per kilometer (m/km) or millimeters per meter (mm/m). Thus the 

IRI-measure is by definition the average surface elevation per length unit.  

 

Figure 1: Average Rectified Slope for IRI 

The in/mi measure from response type systems was popular until 1940’s, it was impossible to 

get the same values using different vehicles or even from the same vehicle over time (figure-2). 

A research study was made under the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 

(NCHRP) in the late 1970’s which introduced the idea of using a Quarter car model for IRI 

analysis. 
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Figure 2 : The Quarter Car Model (Sayers at el, 1998) 

The IRI also known as a measure of inertial profiler has the purpose of estimating the 

undulations of a Quarter car simulation model in response to a stimulus input over a specified 

distance. The Quarter car simulation model consists of a body (sprung) mass, suspension spring 

and damper, axle/tire (unsprung mass) and tire spring with internationally defined parameters 

and with an assumed vehicle speed of 80 km/h. The defined model parameters and quarter car 

model is often referred to as The Golden Car. Thus, The IRI is the roughness index determined 

by applying a mathematical model (quarter-car model) which has the dynamic response of a 

simulated response-type road roughness measuring vehicle along a single wheel-path of 

measured road profile. Sayers (1995) gives additional background to the IRI along with 

theoretical and practical issues with its measurement. The IRI is calculated as (Sayers, 1995): 

 The IRI is computed from a single longitudinal wheel path profile. The sample interval 

should be no larger than 300 mm for accurate calculations. The required resolution 

depends on the roughness level, with finer resolution being needed for smooth roads. A 

resolution of 0.5 mm is suitable for all conditions (figure-3). 

 The profile is assumed to have a constant slope between sampled elevation points. 

 The profile is smoothed with a moving average whose base length is 250 mm. 

 The smoothed profile is filtered using a quarter-car simulation, with specific parameter 

values (Golden Car), at a simulated speed of 80 km/h. 

 The simulated suspension motion is linearly accumulated and divided by the length of 

the profile to yield IRI. Thus, IRI has unit of inclination (usualy m/km). 

The following differential equation shows a relation between the motions of simulated Quarter 

car model to the road profile. Thus IRI is the combination of sprung and unsprung masses in the 

Quarter car model and its normalization is done by considering the length of the profile. The 

mathematical expression is given (Sayers at el, 1998) 

    
 

 
     

   

 

     ………………….………………………………………………………………Equation-I 

Thus, IRI is the roughness expressed as m/km 
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L = Length of the profile (Km) 

S = Standard speed (80 km/h) 

Zs  = is the time derivative of the height of the sprung mass  

Zu = is the time derivative of the height of the unsprung mass 

In order to calculate the IRI the following steps must be taken 

 Identify calibration test sections; 

 Determine the elevation profile of each wheel path for each test section; 

 Using the profile data, run a quarter-car simulation for the reference vehicle over each 

wheel path and calculate the wheel path IRI; 

 Establish the average IRI for both wheel paths. 

 

Figure 3:IRI range represented by different classes of roads (Sayers at el, 1998) 

2.3 Common methods for Profile Measurements 

A profile is basically the measurement of vertical deviations of the road surface along a 

longitudinal line of travel in a wheel path. Measurements taken along the longitudinal profiles 

help in showing the rutting, roughness or other distresses. Most commonly, the information 

about a profile is acquired by measuring two lines per lane, one in each wheel track however for 

a greater detail the number of lines can be exceeded (Sayers at el, 1998). 

There is no specific criterion for maintaining a defined width along these lines because each 

instrument has its own standard. For instance, laser systems may cover a section of road with 

thickness of few millimeters while ultrasonic system can measure a thicker slice of several 

centimeters. Each profiler considers the following parameters; 

 (i) Reference elevation  

(ii) Height relative to the reference 
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(iii) Longitudinal distance 

 Many types of profilers attempt to measure the true profile of a road however it is not possible 

to achieve. A true profile includes a lot of information and it tells us about the road inclination. 

It is not necessary to measure the true profile with all the information about the road condition 

because a large amount of data storage will make the management of data base a nightmare 

therefore we only measure the relevant information as required in a true profile according to our 

interest. It is not necessary that two certified profilers may produce the same IRI values for a 

same road. For an accurate representation of a road profile, calibration section profiling is 

carried out having the following characteristics; 

 Length of each section should be 200-300 mm in range with a suitable geometry so that 

they can be travelled at a uniform speed. 

 The roughness should be uniform throughout all the sections and it shouldn’t be 

variable. 

 For true profiling, the pavement should not be broken (potholes or deep depressions). 

 The traffic should be kept as low as possible to complete the calibration survey well in 

time. 

 The type of pavement (rigid/flexible) should be defined before conducting the survey 

because it is not appropriate to collect roughness data for different sections with varying 

pavement types. 

 Beginning and end of a section should be clearly marked. 

 The wheel paths should be marked with white painting in order to carry out the 

profiling survey. 

2.3.1 Profiler Applications 

 To study the condition of a road by considering the lateral and longitudinal profiles and 

rate it after the evaluation process (figure-4). 

 To evaluate the quality of newly constructed or repaired sections of a road. 

 Monitoring of a road network is necessary for a pavement management system (PMS). 

 To find the amount of damage being caused and to prepare an appropriate strategy in 

repairing or reconstructing a road. 

 

Figure 4: Lines taken along a road profile (Sayers at el, 1998) 

 

2.4 Instruments for profiling 

The instruments collecting the information are categorized as follows (Perera and Kohn, 2002); 

(1) Response type roughness measurement systems. 

(2) Profilometers/High speed inertial profilers. 
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(3) Profilographs 

(4) Light weight profilers 

(5) Manual devices 

2.4.1 Response Type Roughness Measurement Systems (RTRRMS) 

Also named as road meters, the response type roughness measurement systems have been used 

to cover the network of roads showing their overall condition. They were used until the mid-

1980 before the invention of inertial profilers to measure the roughness of a pavement. The 

RTRRMS measures the vertical movements of the rear axle of the vehicle by using a transducer 

which helps in detecting the relative suspensions. The output data consists of a plot of the actual 

axle body movement versus the time of travel.  

There are a variety of response systems available such as the BRP Roughometer (figure-5) and 

Maysmeter system (figure-6). The disadvantage of a RTRRM is that its measured axle body 

movement vs. time depends on the dynamics of the particular measurement vehicle, which 

results in two unwanted effects (UMTRI, 1998) and due to these reasons, the RTRRMS were 

replaced by inertial profilers. 

 Roughness measuring methods have not been stable with time. Measures made 

today with road meters cannot be compared with confidence to those made several 

years ago.  

 Roughness measurements have not been transportable. Road meter measures made 

by one system are seldom reproducible by another.  

 

Figure 5: BRP accumulates the suspension stroke in one direction. The total stroke is twice of that value. 

(Sayers at el, 1998) 

 

Figure 6: Maysmeter (Sayers at el, 1998) 
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2.4.2 Inertial Road Profiler 

In order to get a true profile of a road surface, a high speed road profiling technology was 

introduced in 1960’s at the General Motors Research Laboratory. The number of states that 

have developed high speed profilers to collect roughness data on their highway networks has 

shown a dramatic increase the past decade (McGhee, 2004).  

The inertial profiler consists of 3 basic components such as height sensors, accelerometers and a 

distance measuring system (figure-7). The purpose of placing the height sensors is to monitor 

the height from the pavement surface to the vehicle. The vertical acceleration integrated twice to 

obtain the vehicle vertical displacement is done with the help of accelerometers located on the 

top of height sensors while the distance measuring system helps in giving the surface profile by 

taking a difference between the measurement of the height sensors and accelerometers with 

respect to a reference starting point. With advancements, a variety of non-contact height sensors 

were used in profilers such as optical or infrared, laser and ultrasonic sensors, most commonly 

used in 1980’s. Due to the effect of environmental conditions, the use of ultrasonic sensors has 

been declined (Perera, 1995). In modern engineering practice, the laser sensors are widely used 

in inertial profilers. 

 
Figure 7: An Inertial Road Profiler (Sayers at el, 1998) 

2.4.3 Profilograph 

Profilographs are available in a variety of forms depending on their configurations and brands. 

They are suitable to be used for newly constructed rigid pavement measurements and overlays 

however due to their design they are not a good choice to be used for carrying out a network 

surveying of roads (Sayers at el, 1998). 

The basic design of a profilgraph consists of a rigid frame of steel bars with a system of wheels 

having one in center and the others are placed on either side of the frame. The measurements are 

recorded in such a way that the center wheel is linked to a computer which monitors the 

movements along the wheel path. Profilographs can detect very slight surface deviations or 

undulations up to about 6 m (20 ft) in length. For the pavement quality purposes, the profile 

index (PI) is obtained from the measurements made by the profilograph.   

2.5 Road surface inspection 

The construction of a paved road does not mean that the road surface will maintain its surface 

without suffering various pavement distresses such as fracture, distortion and disintegrations 

therefore the pavement management system helps in keeping a track about the road condition by 

following the evaluation criteria. Accurate evaluations would result in a better chance that 

resources will be effectively allocated, thus, yielding a better service condition (Kim, 1998). 
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In order to classify the quality of pavements it is very important for the concerned engineers to 

gain maximum knowledge and the relevant information related to pavement distresses. There 

are several ways for finding the distresses along the road surface by field surveys to record and 

analyse the distresses. Once the data has been collected, the next step is to evaluate it. There are 

several choices in this regard such as using Geographical Information System GIS, MATLAB 

and some other data interpolation techniques. By doing such an analysis, we might be able to 

get to know about the present pavement condition and we can also predict the future 

performance of a pavement keeping in view the outcome.  

 

Basically, there are two ways for inspecting the pavement surface, given as below 

 Manual visual inspection 

 Automatized inspection 

 

Visual observation of pavement distress is the most common method for monitoring pavement 

surface condition. This has been traditionally performed by trained engineers who work or drive 

along the road and counts the distresses (Oh, 1998). The manual method may consist of 

mapping the road section, walking the road while performing the evaluation survey or driving 

and recording distress observation and combination of these. On the other hand, the automated 

method may include the use of vehicles having laser, video recording and sonic sensors to take 

the images from the road surface.  There are also different types of automated pavement 

evaluation system, a fast evaluation with sampling data being collected to obtain an overview of 

the road network and detailed condition surveys required for research (Benson et al., 1988). 

 

In current engineering practice, the manual ways to inspect the road surface has been replaced 

by automated techniques (Norwegian Public Road Aministration). The reason is just because 

the manual ways to inspect the pavement surface were time consuming and costly. The draw 

backs associated with the manual ways of inspection resulted in the need for adopting 

automated inspections with better accuracy and rapid results.  

 

Surface distress, skid resistance and the roughness of a road are the typical types of distresses to 

be considered for evaluating a pavement however in this research report the analysis has been 

performed keeping in view the damages caused by frost action such as longitudinal cracks, 

transversal cracks and pot holes. The evaluation carried out for this purpose clearly identifies 

the type of distress, crack length, number of cracks, crack areas and last but not the least, it also 

allows us to classify the level of severity of these cracks. I.e. low, moderate and high.  

2.6 ViaPPS Laser Scanner 

The ViaPPS is a road profiling system developed by the Norwegian Road Authorities to 

monitor the conditions of road and airport pavements. ViaPPS pavement profile system enables 

the engineers concerned with road construction and maintenance about the condition of a road. 

The measurements made during the scanning process mainly includes, rut depth, cross fall, 

radius of the curve, international road roughness (IRI) and mean profile depth (MPD). This 

system collects the information with a rate of 580 points 140 times/s, thus it produces a 3 

dimensional image of the road. Once these images are collected then the automated detection of 

roads is possible which might show the deteriorations such as potholes, cracks and related 

discontinuities etc. ViaPPS conforms to the European standard Road and Airfield surface 

characteristics EN 13036-8. This system facilitates us in many aspects, given as below. 
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 ViaPPS helps in keeping a record about the deteriorations found on the road. This 

record further allows us to make a suitable maintenance strategy keeping in view the 

extent of damage on the road.  

 The condition of the road can be documented using this system which helps in the 

planning stage, thus giving an idea about the amount of asphalt to be added or removed 

during the rehabilitation phase of a road.  

 The monitoring done by this system also helps us to know whether the road meets the 

required standard criteria or it needs to be improved.  

2.6.1 Procedure 

ViaPPS uses the laser scanning machine which is by far a much better option compared to the 

other road profile systems. The reason is just because it collects more information about the 

road condition. Moreover, it covers the entire width of the lane with a much better and higher 

resolution. The laser scanner which collects the images is mounted on the top of vehicle. The 

height of laser scanner and the width of scan are interrelated (figure-8). Thus, a normally 

mounted laser scanner with a height of 2m measures a width of 4m, covering and detecting the 

centerline, sideline, road marking and edge of the road section. The damages caused by frost 

action and more specifically, the position and depth of rut damage can be found easily using 

ViaPPS system. 

 

Mean profile depth (MPD) is measured using one or more texture laser scanners while the 

international roughness index (IRI) is measured using data from the texture laser and an inertial 

motion unit. Since this system captures detailed information thus it is capable of showing the 

following details given as below. 

 

 Potholes 

 Cracks 

 Joints 

 The quality of road markings 

 Elevations in the road 

 Asphalt bleeding and patching 

 Height of the side paths 

 Edge Slump 

 

This system has a unique photo system named as ViaPhoto which stores the road image 

measurements. The interesting characteristic associated with ViaPhoto system is that, it uses 

highly industrial cameras which can capture the images even at a higher speed of vehicle. The 

figure given below shows the main features associated with the ViaPPS Laser Scanning System. 
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Figure 8: ViaPPS Laser Scanner (Norwegian Public Road Aministration) 

The sensitive PC screen running on Windows 7 operating system is placed just besides the 

driver’s seat and it clearly shows the measurements being taken. Since the readings are taken on 

automatic basis therefore the driver does not need to operate anything except driving the 

vehicle.  

Once the field measurements are recorded the next step is to analyze the data using appropriate 

software to summarize the measurements in a report covering all the desired details of a 

pavement. 

2.7 Classification used in this Study 

The work performed in this master thesis concerns the automatic detection of frost damages on 

the pavement surface in different sections of roads and more specifically the identification of 

different cracks along the road surface and their comparisons keeping in view the freezing and 

thawing conditions faced by a pavement each year. 

In general, there are a number of road damages occurring along the pavement surface however 

in this study we will detect and evaluate 3 different damage classes which are listed with their 

respective ranges given as below ( W gberg, 1991). 

 

 Class-I (0.001m-0.005m) 

 Class-II (0.005-0.015m) 

 Class-III (0.015mm) 

 

2.8 Distress Processes 

Depending upon the load, natural and environmental impacts there are a variety of pavement 

distress processes. Each one among them constitutes specific characteristics and has to be dealt 

in an efficient way so that the further road deterioration and maintenance needs can be reduced, 

thus resulting in savage of time and money. The main fatigue processes with their causes and 

preventions are mentioned as below. 
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2.8.1 Fatigue Cracking 

It is the interconnection of cracks at the surface produced due to the tensile stress present 

beneath the asphalt layer and eventually resulting in one or more longitudinal cracks at the top. 

This process is commonly named as ‘’bottom up’’ or ‘’classical’’ fatigue cracking. After 

repeated vehicle loads, the tensile stress shapes the cracks into a pattern similar to the back of an 

alligator.  

2.8.2 Rutting process 

It is formed due to the excess amount of loads passing on a road beyond its limits or the lateral 

pressure of a material is also being taken into account while examining the road section (Figure-

9). It can be identified by experiencing a depression being made in the road by the wheel tracks 

of various vehicles. Poor mix design, improper grading, compaction and consolidation of the 

sub base layer can be a reason to accelerate the rutting process. In order to level the depression 

with the normal surface, additional asphalt layer can be used for leveling the surface or to 

restore the proper cross slope however if the deformation is caused due to the sub base layer 

beneath the wearing course then the only way to solve the problem from further damaging the 

road is to reconstruct the road by removing the existing pavement. Ruts with a depth of 0.008m 

are usually left untreated. 

 

A rigid steel rod of 1.8 meters is used for measuring rutting of pavements while doing it 

manually. The rod is laid across the road and the depth of rut is measured as the maximum 

distance between the rod and the pavement (figure-10). It is usually done on both sides of the 

lane. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Rutting process (Dawson & Kolisoja, July 2006) 
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Figure 10: Field measurement of a Rut (John S.Miller., June 2003) 

2.8.3 Potholes 

They are small, bowl-shaped depressions in the pavement surface that penetrate all the way 

through the HMA layer down to the base course. They generally have sharp edges and vertical 

sides near the top of the hole. Potholes are formed due to the fractures and such fatigue fractures 

can typically interlock together to form a pattern of cracking known as crocodile cracking. 

These cracks can increase by the continuous travel of wheel loads across them. They can 

generally be found in any climate but in cold regions where the water tends to freeze can 

enlarge the crack propagation, thus creating a cavity (figure-11).  

 

Potholes are most likely to occur on roads with thin HMA surfaces (0.025 to 0.05m) and seldom 

occur on roads with 0.1m or deeper HMA surfaces (Roberts et al, 1996). The presence of water 

inside these pot holes can further result in damage by washing the small particles of the road 

when several vehicles pass through them. They are found in feet according to their width while 

the depth is limited to a few inches however they can expand if not treated in time. Severe 

accidents may happen due to their invisibility to the drivers causing damage both to the human 

life as well as to the car suspension system.  Pothole patching is mostly done in order to repair 

the imperfection. There are 2 criteria’s to be followed for this purpose. 

(a) Throw and Go Method 

Most commonly used way to fill the cavity is to put the patching mix into the hole and to 

compact it by using a truck which moves over it and levels the surface.  

(b) Throw and Roll Method 

The other way being used is known as Throw and Roll. The method is same as above however 

the compaction is done until a crown in the range of 0.125 - 0.25m is achieved. This method is 

relatively durable as compared to the first one. The best way to fix the problem is to use the 

Semi-Permanent Repair method which involves the cutting of a pothole along its sides and 

shaping it into a square or rectangular cross section. For this purpose a pavement cutting saw is 

used to level all the sides and before pouring the patching mix, all the water and debris present 

inside is extracted. Finally, the hole is compacted. Though it is time consuming but it can result 

in long lasting effects for the pavement compared to the other methods of repair. 
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Figure 11: Depressions showing Potholes (John S.Miller., June 2003) 

2.8.4 Longitudinal cracks 

They are simply the cracks being formed along the longitudinal section of a road surface 

(figure-12). This type of fatigue fracturing can consist of a single crack or there could be a 

network of cracks longitudinally. There are mainly two attributes taken into account while 

measuring such type of cracking; extent & severity. Cracking extent is the amount or percentage 

of road being crack longitudinally while in extent severity, the maximum width of these cracks 

is measured. Low severity cracks are less than 0.008m wider while high severity cracks can be 

greater than 0.008m. Differential settlement during cut & fill, asphalt hardening, temperature 

fluctuations, the presence of clay in the subgrade or a possible joint in the road surface can lead 

towards a longitudinal crack. To prevent the cracks from further spreading, a crack sealing is 

done to ensure that the moisture may not reach the subgrade layer through the crack. HMA can 

provide years of satisfactory service after developing small cracks if they are kept sealed 

(Roberts at el, 1996). For high severity cracks, the pavement crack layer is replaced with an 

overlay.  

 
 

Figure 12: Longitudinal cracks along the length of road section (John S.Miller., June 2003) 
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2.8.5 Block cracking 

It is much severe to handle in comparison to longitudinal cracks. In block cracking, a series of 

cracks are interconnected to each other and shaping into a rectangular form. These cracks are 

simply connected to the longitudinal cracks perpendicularly from the transversal path of a 

pavement thus dividing the pavement into several pieces (figure-13). The possible reasons 

might be the shrinkage of asphalt due to its poor resistance against varying temperature 

conditions. The closer spacing among the cracks indicates more advanced aging caused by 

shrinkage and hardening of the asphalt with time. It must be prevented otherwise it can 

accelerate moisture infiltration and roughness. The same strategies are adopted in this 

deterioration process as done in longitudinal cracking.  

 

 
Figure 13: Block cracking’s (John S.Miller., June 2003) 

2.8.6 Transversal cracks 

Transversal cracks are also a reason for damage by moving perpendicular across the pavement’s 

centerline or laydown direction (figure-14). They are caused due to low temperatures, asphalt 

binder hardening or the crack caused by cracks beneath the surface of HMA layer. Transversal 

cracks exhibits the same causes and repair criteria’s as mentioned for longitudinal and block 

cracking. 

 

 
Figure 14: Transversal Crack along the width of road (John S.Miller., June 2003) 
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2.9 Frost action 

Frost action is a process in which all the soils are freezing and thawing, the magnitude of which 

is dependent upon the locally prevailing climate and precipitation and soil type (Andersland at 

el, 2004). There are at least three conditions that must exist before frost action can occur. They 

are listed below. 

1. Freezing temperatures in the road surface, subbase or subgrade. The figure-15 given below 

best illustrates the formation of ice lens.  

2.  Supply of water from above, below or laterally into the freezing zone.  

3. Soil type being frost susceptible has the ability of capillary water transportation, is lying 

within the freezing zone. Moderately frost susceptible soils include dirty sands and gravels and 

glacial tills while the clean mixtures of sand and gravel are frost stable soils. 

 

Figure 15: Growth of ice lenses, Active & Frozen zones being shown (Andersland el, 2004). 

2.10 Prerequisites 

Apart from freezing temperatures and soil type, the major source which is responsible for frost 

heave or thaw weakening is water. There are two ways in which the water can penetrate below 

the pavement causing damage. 

The Surface water, consisting of rain and the melting of snow are primarily responsible to 

penetrate below the pavement if there is possibility of cracks and discontinuities. 

There are 3 sources of subsurface water which are  given as below. 

 The ground water table. 

 The moisture present within the soil voids or water being pulled up by capillary forces 

from the ground water table. 

 Being an external agent, the previous water source can contain moisture which goes 

laterally below the pavement surface. 

Typically, a frost action phenomena is divided into two phases. They are listed and explained as 

below. 

1. Frost heave process 

2. Thaw weakening process 

An upward movement of the subgrade resulting from the expansion of accumulated soil 

moisture as it freezes is termed as a frost heaving process. Frost heaving of soil is caused by 

crystallization of ice within the larger soil voids and usually a subsequent extension to form 
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continuous ice lenses, layers, veins, or other ice masses (WSDOT, 2012). These ice lenses are 

running parallel to the frost front producing movements within the soil directed at right angle to 

the frost front resulting in frost heave whose effect can be seen at the pavement surface in an 

uneven form. The intensity or the amount of forces being caused by these ice lenses can be very 

high and generally there is no such criterion that they can be determined. Water expands 9% by 

volume when freezed. The size of an ice lens being formed after freezing is dependent upon the 

amount of water present. An ice lens illustrates the formation of ice lenses in a frost susceptible 

soil shown in figure-16 given below. 

 

Figure 16: Capillary rise, formation of ice lenses in a pavement structure (Andersland at el, 2004) 

If the heaving of a pavement surface is uniform then it may cause little cracking of pavements 

or disturbances however one of the major destructive process during a frost heave to consider, is 

called differential heaving. The two major causes of differential heaving or the non-uniformity 

of pavement are the soil texture and the amount of water being available. Major cracks and 

increased roughness of pavement can result due to differential heaving process.  

 

It is a process which involves a weekend subgrade condition resulting from soil saturation as ice 

within the soil starts to melt down (WSDOT, 2012). As the ice melts into liquid, it becomes 

impossible to drain or remove the water from soil so eventually it weakens the subgrade 

condition having a low bearing capacity to carry the loads. In these saturated soil conditions, 

there is a loss of effective stress due to high pore pressures under loading. The soil remains 

stiffer with a higher bearing capacity during frost heave conditions but during a spring thawing 

period, a pavement might get damaged due to various loads upon it.  

Based on the surface temperature of a pavement, it should be noted that thawing can progress 

from top to bottom or from bottom towards the top or it can occur in both ways at the same 

time. A pavement can suffer many damages with extremely poor drainage just because the 

melting can proceed from top towards bottom during the spring thaw season. 
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2.11 Seasonal Frost Conditions 

In seasonal frost areas, the pavement can experience both the freezing and thaw weakening of 

soil. This happens mainly due to the variations in temperature and thus the soil doesn’t remain 

in freezing state all the time such as in permafrost condition. Due to the changes in temperature 

when the water freezes and melts down, it has a direct influence on the pavement foundation 

therefore, the loss of bearing capacity due to ice melting resulting in excess amount of water and 

poor drainage is the main problem associated with seasonal frost conditions. The subsequent 

frost heaving is usually more severe because water is more readily available to the freezing 

zone. Water generated from above during a thaw event may be trapped above the frozen soil 

which creates long term saturation problems in the pavement layers. 

The unfrozen layer of the soil which can be partially or completely thawed, lying above the 

frozen layer during the summer season, is named as active zone. This zone is considered to be 

of a particular interest because the soil movements are taking place in it and it varies widely 

both laterally and vertically at any given time, depending on local conditions, and may be 

readily modified either by natural or by artificial means. 

 

Intensive frost action in the layer of seasonal freezing is observed outside the permafrost region; 

however, when this layer of seasonal freezing (the active layer) is underlain by permafrost, frost 

action is accelerated and intensified. 

2.12 Permafrost Conditions 

Permafrost is defined as any soil that maintains its frozen state and it remains frozen for more 

than two years (Clarke, 2007). Temperature effect can be minimal if the soil contains a very low 

moisture content. Permafrost conditions keeps the soil in frozen state that is why the soil 

remains stiffer and therefore the problems like bearing capacity and settlements are not 

encountered. Frost heaving may occur due to frost susceptible soils, subfreezing temperatures in 

soil and a source of water being involved. If these conditions occur uniformly, heaving will be 

uniform; otherwise, differential heaving will occur, causing surface irregularities, roughness, 

and ultimately cracking of the pavement surface (AASHTO, 1993). A refrigeration system can 

help in creating an artificial permafrost condition however natural permafrost is in state of 

equilibrium because the heat flowing into the frozen soils during summer is balanced by the 

heat flowing out during the winter season.  

 

The permafrost layer which is lying below the active zone remains stable under natural 

conditions. The upper surface is called permafrost table, which may or may not collide with the 

maximum depth of active layer. An unfrozen layer existing between the two is called talik, a 

Russian term also applied to unfrozen layers or lenses within or below the permafrost. However, 

in general, a seasonal decrease in temperature takes place below the active zone so that there are 

temperature fluctuations in perennially frozen ground below the depth of seasonal thawing 

(Tumel, 1940). At the borders of an area of permafrost the total thickness of maximum freezing 

and thawing coincide. Where maximum seasonal thawing penetrates to a depth greater than 

freezing, permafrost must be “degrading” (Bryan’s 1940). The figure 17 given below best 

illustrates the seasonal and permafrost conditions. 
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Figure 17: State route 172 Washington, showing the permafrost and seasonal changes in pavement strength 

(Andersland, O. B. &Ladanyi, B. 2004) 

2.13 Differences between Permafrost and Seasonal Frost Conditions 

 Soil remains in a frozen state throughout the year during permafrost conditions whereas 

both freezing & thawing can take place in seasonal frost conditions. 

 In permafrost condition, the heat flowing in and out remains balanced during winter and 

summer seasons, it varies in seasonal frost condition. 

 Due to the fact that soil remains stiffer in permafrost therefore problems like bearing 

capacity and settlements are not encountered however due to thaw weakening, a 

pavement can experience them during seasonal frost conditions. 

 In seasonal frost conditions, excess amount of water due to ice melting can result in a 

poor drainage.   

2.14 Frost susceptible soils 

Soil classification for designing a pavement in freezing condition includes various kinds of soils 

in which some of them are susceptible to thawing while others can result in heaving. Therefore 

it is necessary to differentiate between soils susceptible to heave and thawing before designing a 

pavement otherwise it may create problems later on (ACPA, 2007).  

In general, the degree of frost susceptibility can be explained by the two hydraulic properties of 

soils. 

 Capillarity is the ability of soil to extract the water by capillary action. Capillary action 

is greater if the soil has smaller pore size distribution. Thus it is simply the soil’s ability 

to pull moisture by capillary forces. The smaller the pore size distribution of a pore 

network, the greater the driving force (capillary action) and the greater the capillarity. 

 

 Permeability is the ability of soil to transfer the water through its voids. It is dependent 

upon the number of pores. Permeability would be lower if a material has pores which 

are not so open to allow the passage of water however a higher permeability can be 

achieved if the  network of pores is wide enough, allowing the water to pass easily. The 

relationship between capillarity and permeability is illustrated in the following figure-

18;  
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Figure 18: Frost action & hydraulic properties of soils (ACPA, 2007) 

2.15 Controlling frost action 

There are several mitigation techniques that can help to overcome the heaving of a pavement, 

more specifically the differential heave by improving the subgrade conditions. Apart from 

compacting, grading and removing the moisture from the subgrade level there are some other 

techniques being applied for controlling frost actions. They are discussed as below. 

2.15.1 Replacefrost susceptible material 

Most often the grade might contain a smaller quantity of frost susceptible soil like silt. In order 

to prevent the subgrade from frost actions it is recommended to remove the silt pockets and 

replace it with non-susceptible soils. For e.g mixture of clean gravels and sands. For reducing 

the frost heave, layers of clean gravel and sand are placed but it is not practiced so often due to 

the fact that frost heave can be mitigated by proper grading operations. 

2.15.2 Reducing the freezing zone 

Depth of freezing is largely determined by the rate of heat loss from the soil surface. Besides the 

thermal properties of the soil, this heat loss depends upon such climatic variables as solar 

radiation, snow, wind, and air temperature, which is the most significant. If loss of heat can be 

prevented or reduced using insulations, frost-susceptible soils may not experience freezing 

temperatures. 

2.15.3 Removing water 

If it is not possible to elevate the pavement grade, the use of underdrains might help in 

removing the unnecessary water. Most often, the grade lines are kept higher while the ditches 

are constructed deep enough so that the highly frost susceptible soils are always above the 

capillary range of groundwater tables. 

2.15.4 Selective Grading and Mixing 

If the highly susceptible soils are placed in the lower levels of embankment through selective 

grinding and proper mixing then it may help to cross haul the less frost susceptible soils from 

the lower portion of subgrade towards the top. 
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2.15.5 Compaction & Moisture control 

If the grading operations can result in a better soil uniformity then a further action like 

compaction at a suitable moisture level will enhance the subgrade conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

In this work a case study has been used in order to investigate if it is possible to develop an 

automatic procedure to classify frost related surface damages on a pavement by analyzing raw 

laser scanning data. The used raw data was delivered by the Swedish Road Administration. The 

work in this study is based on the post processing and analysis of the data. The methodology 

being used here is divided into three steps. 

 

 Two set of raw data acquired by laser scanning from the same road section during 

winter and summer season has been selected for analysis.  

 For the purpose of analysis, MATLAB has been selected and different interpolation 

techniques have been used to identify and classify the road damages. For instance, 

longitudinal and transversal cracks, potholes. Keeping in view the time consumption 

and accuracy of the outcome, the best numerical method would be selected among those 

who have been tried for analysis.  

 Finally, comparing the winter and summer data to identify the frost related damages. 

The purpose of this comparison is to see the variation in the same road section during 

both the seasons. 

3.2 Data Acquisition 

The data acquisition process has been carried out by the ViaPPS laser scanner which monitors 

the road profile, covering and capturing almost all the desired roughness of a road in form of 3D 

images at a rate of 580 points 140 times/s. The international road roughness index (IRI) and 

mean profile depth (MPD) are also measured during the scanning process.  

 

A laser scanner which was mounted at a height of 2m which has the ability to measure and 

cover the road width of 4m, which means that it covers the centerline, sideline, road marking 

and the edge of road section. In this case study the necessary variables for the evaluation of 

pavement damages were selected, the X, Y and Z coordinates for the pavement surface because 

the processing of such variables is sufficient for image analysis and to detect and evaluate the 

damages therefore the rest of them are neglected.  

 

The specifications of the laser scanner are given as below. 

 

 Horizontal accuracy of ± 2mm 

 Vertical accuracy of ± 1mm 

 The width of the road section is determined by the mounting height of scanner. 

 Laser scanner class 3R 

 The transversal profile  consists of 580 points and it is measured at 14 Hz which means 

that it gives one profile in every 8 cm. 

3.3 Preparation of the data 

The raw data from the laser scanning was converted and filtered to fit the analysis in MATLAB. 

Since the data was in Matlab MATfile (.mat) format thus such kind of file is a binary data 

container format used by MATLAB that may include arrays, variables, functions, and other 

types of data. The MATfile provided contains a list of variables of different data format, size 

and array class which represents the road surface data and logs of the survey (Table 1). From 
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the list of the variables (Table 1) inside the MATfile, only alignment data and altitude data were 

extracted for the processing. The required data were MPOS_Z, Y and Z. MPOS_Z refers to the 

chainage from the starting point. The Y refers to the width of the road and the values were 

positive in the right side of the center line of the road alignment and negative in the left side of 

the center line. The Z values give the height of the surveyed points along the road relative to a 

reference level (level of the lasers apparatus). Hence for every value of MPOS_Z values there is 

a set of Y and Z values. To make the interpolation easier the data were changed into x, y and z 

format referring respectively chainage, distance from the centerline and height of the road 

alignment (figure-19). The changed x, y and z format data were transferred from millimeter to 

meter due to practical reasons. In practice m is a very accurate precision as chainage therefore 

the resolution has been changed for analysis. 

 

 

Figure 19: Chainage, width and height of the road alignment 

 

Table 1: List of the variables in the MATfile 

Name Size Bytes Class  Name Size Bytes Class 

CR 1x37495 299960 double array  OInumber 0x0 0 double array 

Crtime 1x37495 299960 double array  OItime 0x0 0 double array 

FixedScale 1x201 1608 double array  OMpos_Z 0x0 0 double array 

GFAlt 1x8468 67744 double array  ORoll 0x0 0 double array 

GFLat 1x8468 67744 double array  OY 0x0 0 double array 

GFLong 1x8468 67744 double array  OZ 129988x201 2.09E+08 double array 

GFUTC 1x8468 1337944 cell array  OZnumber 0x0 0 double array 

Gftime 1x8468 67744 double array  OZtime 0x0 0 double array 

I 1x121374 73067148 cell array  TQ 0x1 0 int8 array 

Inumber 1x121374 970992 double array  TQnumber 0x0 0 double array 

Itime 1x121374 970992 double array  TQtime 0x0 0 double array 

LOIRI 17532x1 140256 double array  TX 0x1 0 double array 

LOMPD 17532x1 140256 double array  TXnumber 0x0 0 double array 

Loheight 17532x1 140256 double array  TXtime 0x0 0 double array 

Lopos 17532x1 140256 double array  Y 1x121374 5.34E+08 cell array 

LOtime1 17532x1 140256 double array  Ynumber 1x121374 970992 double array 

LOtime2 17532x1 140256 double array  Ytime 1x121374 970992 double array 

Mdelta 1x8468 67744 double array  Z 1x121374 5.34E+08 cell array 

Mpos 1x8468 67744 double array  ZRoll 1x121374 970992 double array 

Mpos_Z 1x121374 970992 double array  Znumber 1x121374 970992 double array 

Mspeed 1x8468 67744 double array  Ztime 1x121374 970992 double array 

Mtime 1x8468 67744 double array  name 1x15 30 char array 

OI 129988x201 26127588 uint8 array  name 1x15 30 char array 
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The file covers approximately 85 m of the scanned road. Based on this table and the length of 

the section we can determine the size of data needed to be analyzed. 

3.4 Data processing and Selection of the interpolation technique 

After the preparation of data, it has been processed by using various interpolation techniques in 

MATLAB and then selecting the best one among them after the data processing based on less 

time consumption, cost, accuracy, memory usage and better image results. The investigated 

techniques are listed as below. 

 

 Kriging 

 Interp3 

 Delaunay Triangulation 

 TriscatteredInterp 

3.4.1 Kriging 

Named after mining engineer D. G. Krige, it was further developed by G. Matheronin the 

1960’s.  This is a method for interpolating the value of a random field at an unobserved location 

based on available surrounding measurement. Kriging uses ordinary kriging to interpolate a 

variable z measured at locations with the coordinates x and y at unsampled locations xi, yi 

(Wolfgang Schwanghart, 2010).  

 

The Kriging interpolation is local, exact and probabilistic. Thus, kriging is the type of 

geostatistical interpolation technique that estimates the values in unknown areas by considering 

the distance as well as the degree of variation between the data points that are known. This 

method uses variogram to express the spatial variation and helps in minimizing the error of 

predicted values which are estimated. Thus it is a reliable and a good way of interpolation. It is 

known by its acronym, B.L.U.E (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator). It is ‘’linear’’ since the 

estimated values are weighted linear combinations of the available data and is ‘’unbiased’’ 

because the mean error is zero. It is termed to be the ‘’best’’ since it aims at minimizing the 

variance of the errors which is not achievable in other linear estimation methods (Matheron, 

1960). 

 

Apart from having the ability to construct a semi variogram of the data it is also allowing the 

users to get to know about the direction of the data in east-west, north-south. While using the 

kriging interpolation, it can estimate the error at each interpolated point so we can have an idea 

about the model being made. This interpolation technique was at first used for various 

applications in geostatistics but one should note that it is more of a general statistical 

interpolation which can be used in a number of demanding fields of study to interpolate for 

random data points. Kriging is used in the following areas given below; 

 Environmental science 

 Hydrogeology 

 Mining 

 Natural resources 

 Remote sensing 

 Real estate appraisal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogeology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_resource
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remote_sensing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_estate_appraisal
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Different type of kriging interpolation techniques may be used in different depending upon the  

stochastic properties of the random field being chosen. The types of kriging listed below help to 

find the linear constraint on weights. 

 Simple kriging is the most general and easy mathematical form of kriging which is 

based upon an assumption that the random field must be known and it depends upon the 

covariance function.  

 Ordinary kriging is the opposite of simple kriging and it assumes an unknown constant 

trend. 

 Universal kriging is based on the assumption of considering the general polynomial 

trend. 

 Indicator kriging uses indicator functions instead of the process itself, in order to 

estimate transition probabilities. 

 Multiple-indicator kriging is a version of indicator kriging working with a family of 

indicators. Due to difficulties in model validation, its use has been declined in the recent 

years therefore condition simulation is used as an alternative. 

 Disjunctive kriging is a nonlinear generalization of kriging. 

 Log normal kriging uses the logarithms to interpolate the positive data.  

A spatial data which is uneven by nature can be interpolated using linear or cubic methods 

(Jean at el, 2012). A simple linear interpolation is given below; 

 

             
         

 ………………………………………………………………………….Equation-I 

For estimating Z0 at point (x0, y0).the value of Zi has been measured at n points (i = 1,2…n)  

with coordinates  (xi, yi) .  Moreover, the spatial covariance can be written as; 

 

     

 
 

 
              

              …………………………………………………………Equation-II

  

The vector C(h) has to be estimated before the kriging interpolation process. The linear 

weighted interpolation can be written by using the residual values, given in the equation 1;  

 

                

      ………………………………………………………………………Equation-III 

       

     
         ………………………………………………………………………Equation-IV 

To minimize the error variance as the main goal of kriging, it can be written as; 

              

       
2 ……………………………………………………………………..Equation-V 

Expanding equation V : 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indicator_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple-indicator_kriging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Log-normal_distribution
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2                                

2 …………………….....Equation-VI 

Substituting Y* using equation IV and figuring out the last variable as the variance of Y; 

          
 
    

 
                        

                    …..Equation-VII 

Substituting the spatial covariance for the expected values, we get; 

          
 
    

 
                  

               ……………………Equation-VIII 

Now, we differentiate equation (VIII) with respect to the weights and set them to zero. It is only 

possible if we have knowledge of the spatial covariance based on the analysis of our data, the 

only unknowns are the values of ɣi. 

 
   

          
                     

 ………………………………………………Equation IX 

Hence, a set of equations can be found; 

     
                      

       …………………………………………………Equation X 

An example showing the kriging interpolation is presented in figure 20 shown as below. 

 
Figure 20: One-dimensional data interpolation by kriging, with confidence intervals. Squares indicate the 

location of the data. The kriging interpolation is in red. The confidence intervals are in green (Matheron, 1960) 

3.4.2 Interp3 

Interp3 function is a MATLAB function used for three-dimensional interpolation of data. It 

finds out the data between the intermediate point that lies within  the function represented by the 

method specified. The method or the function that can be used in this interpolation can be 

linear, cubic or nearest neighborhood. (Mathworks, 2013). 
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Description 

VI = interp3(X,Y,Z,XI,YI,ZI) performs interpolation to find the value of VI and the values of 

3D function V at the points in the matrices XI,YI and ZI. The point at which the data V is given, 

can be located with the matrices X,Y and Z respectively (Appendix-II). The values that are not 

in the range are simply termed as NaN. 

XI, YI and ZI can be matrices, in which case interp3 returns the values of Z corresponding to 

the points (XI (I,j), YI(I,j), ZI(I,j)). Alternatively, you can pass in the vectors xi, yi and zi. 

Vector arguments that are not the same size are interpreted as if you called mesh grid. 

VI = interp3(X,Y,Z,V,XI,YI,ZI) interpolates to find VI, the values of the underlying three 

dimensional function V at the points in matrices XI,YI and ZI. Matrices X, Y and Z specify the 

points at which the data V is given. Out of range values are returned as NaN. 

Xi, YI and ZI can be matrices, in which case interp3 returns the values of Z corresponding to 

the points (XI (I,j), YI(I,j), ZI(I,j)). Alternatively you can pass in the vectors xi,yi and zi. Vector 

arguments that are not the same size are interpreted as if you called mesh grid. 

VI = interp3(V,XI,YI,ZI) assumes X = 1:N, Y = 1:M, Z = 1:P where [M,N,P]= size (V) 

VI = interp3(v,ntimes) expands V by interleaving interpolates between every element, working 

recursively for ntimes iterations. The command interp3 (V,1) is the same as interp3(V). 

VI = interp3 (….,method) specifies alternative methods; 

 'Linear' for linear interpolation (default) 

 'Cubic' for cubic interpolation 

 'Nearest' for nearest neighbor interpolation 

Example 

To generate a coarse approximation of flow and interpolate over a finer mesh (figure-21). 

 

[x,y,z,v] = flow(10);  

[xi,yi,zi] = meshgrid(.1:.25:10, -3:.25:3, -3:.25:3); 

vi = interp3(x,y,z,v,xi,yi,zi); % vi is 25-by-40-by-25 

slice(xi,yi,zi,vi,[6 9.5],2,[-2 .2]), shading flat 

 
Figure 21: Interploation over a fine mesh  (Mathworks, 2013) 
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3.4.3 Delaunay Triangulation 

Delaunay creates a Delaunay triangulation, a Matlab function consisting of a set of points in 2-

D or 3-D space. A 2-D Delaunay triangulation ensures that the circumcircle associated with 

each triangle contains no other point in its interior. The Voronoi box being formed through the 

intersection of planes is therefore a general irregular polyhedron. The facets of the Voronoi 

boxes correspond in the dual graph to the Delaunay edges which connect the points. 

(Mathworks, 2013). This concept extends naturally to higher dimensions. In two 2-D 

triangulation the matrix resulted from the Delaunay triangulation are the set of triangles that 

makes up the triangulation. Each row in the matrix specifies a triangle defined by the indices 

with respect to the input points (figure-22). 

 

 

 
Figure 22: Delaunay triangulation showing the Delaunay triangle and Voronoi polygon (Mathworks, 2013) 

 

Description 

TRI = delaunay (X,Y) creates a 2-D Delaunay triangulation of the points (X,Y), 

where X and Y are column-vectors (Appendix-III). TRI is a matrix representing the set of 

triangles that make up the triangulation. The matrix is of size mtri-by-3, where mtri is the 

number of triangles. Each row of TRI specifies a triangle defined by indices with respect to the 

points (Mathworks, 2013). 

 

TRI = delaunay(X,Y,Z) creates a 3-D Delaunay triangulation of the points (X,Y,Z), where X, Y, 

and Z are column-vectors. TRI is a matrix representing the set of tetrahedrals that make up the 

triangulation. The matrix is of size mtri-by-4, where mtri is the number of tetrahedra. Each row 

of TRI specifies a tetrahedral defined by indices with respect to the points. 

 

TRI = delaunay(X) creates a 2-D or 3-D Delaunay triangulation from the point coordinates X. 

This variant supports the definition of points in matrix format. X is of size mpts-by-ndim, 

where mpts is the number of points and ndim is the dimension of the space where the points 

reside, 2 ≦ ndim ≦ 3. The output triangulation is equivalent to that of the dedicated functions 

supporting the 2-input or 3-input calling syntax. Delaunay produces an isolated triangulation, 

useful for applications like plotting surfaces via the trisurf function. If you wish to query the 

triangulation; for example, to perform nearest neighbor, point location, or topology queries, 

use DelaunayTri instead. 
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Example 

The Delaunay triangulation of a large data set has been shown in the figure-23 given below. 

Load seamount 

 

Tri = Delaunay (x,y); 

Trisurf (tri,x,y,z); 

 

Figure 23: Seamount loaded with a large data set (Mathworks, 2013) 

3.5 TriScatteredInterp 

After the data has been preprocessed, the interpolation was done using MATLAB function 

‘TriScatteredInterp’. This interpolation function uses the Delaunay triangulation for the given x, 

y and z values. The Delaunay triangulation of the set of points is such that the unique circle 

circumscribed about the each triangle contains no other points in the set. The convex hull of a 

set of points is the smallest convex set containing all points of the original set. Different 

methods of interpolation could also be used; however, in this process, natural neighbor 

interpolation technique has been used. This natural method of interpolation uses the Voronoi 

diagram principle. In this method the surface is generated such that it is the simplest surface 

with the circumsphere of the surface contains no other points from the inputs points.  

A separate MATLAB script was developed for the interpolation so that processing of the data to 

the format required by the interpolation technique could be achieved using the function 

(Appendix- IV). This MATLAB function takes x, y, z and resolution of the interpolated image 

as input and qx, qy and qz (the interpolated chainage, width and height along a regular grid). 

For the current analysis, the interpolation was done with 5mm resolution i.e. a single pixel of 

the interpolated image represents a square with size 5mm. 

After interpolation, the major task was visualization of the data i.e. the road surface. For that 

MATLAB figures were saved to JPEG images with the filename containing the name of the 

input file (this filename contains the vehicle id, road id. and date of the data acquisition i.e. 
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V510_R1_20110419 for example), starting and ending scan line number and starting and ending 

chainage. The color map used for the output images was the grayscale color map (‘Bone’ color 

map could also be used) in the MATLAB so that the images are visualized closer to the reality. 

The script is presented in the appendix-I. 

3.6 Generation of the logical (binary) image and crack classification 

After the visualization, it was necessary to sort out the cracks from the non-cracks pixels. For 

this image analysis technique of MATLAB was used. The crack pixels were sorted out from all 

pixels using the statistical method. First of all, the differentiation of the image was done so that 

relative height from the neighboring 8 pixels is generated. Similarly, the cracks were sorted out 

using mean and standard deviation. It was assumed that the pixel that lies near to the outliers in 

the histogram represents the cracks because the cracks are the pixels whose relative height is not 

near to zero. A linear function using mean and standard deviation of the relative heights were 

used for the filtration of crack pixels from other pixels (eq. XI). 

          …………………………….Equation-XI 

Where CR is crack pixel,   is mean relative height and   is the standard deviation and C is the 

constant that is to be determined to sort out the crack pixels. The crack pixels were assigned 

with 1 and rest of the pixels were assigned 0 (figure-24). While comparing the filtered pixels 

with the image generated before it was found that there were some misclassified crack pixels. 

These pixels were mostly the unevenness in the road surface which might be the required 

unevenness to maintain the frictional requirement for the smooth movement of the vehicles. To 

sort out the non-crack pixels from the crack pixels the image analysis technique to remove 

groups of pixels less than a certain number of joined pixels are removed. In the current analysis, 

the number of pixels to be removed depends on the section of the road chosen and the type of 

cracks found on the certain section. Due to lack of validating mechanism the visual analysis 

technique was used to determine the number of conjoint pixels to be removed. 

3.7 Crack classification 

After preparation of binary image of the cracks the major task was to determine the type of 

crack and roughness index. For the classification of the cracks the bounding box (figure-24) of 

conjoint crack pixels i.e. The 1 value pixels group in the binary image were used. The length 

and width of the bounding box and area of the conjoint crack pixels group were the basis of the 

crack classification. If the length of the bounding box is greater than the width then it is 

classified as a longitudinal crack and if the width is higher, then it is classified as transverse 

cracks.  

Similarly, the ratio of the length and width and the area was determined for the potholes. If the 

area of the crack were higher than 10 cm
2
 and the length is to width or width is to length ratio is 

greater than 0.6 then it is classified as potholes. The ratio for potholes is length/width or 

width/length > 0.6 because in potholes length is assumed to be almost equal with each other. 

Length and width can’t be so different in numerical figures in general. The ratio less than 0.6 

will give either longitudinal crack or transverse crack (Puan at el, 2007). The area of the total 

cracks over the total area of road is determined to evaluate the amount of damages on the road. 
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Binary Image 

 

Figure 24: Binary image showing the crack pixels (Pixel value = 1 and white color) and non-crack pixels (Pixel 

value = 0 and black color), rectangle in red color represents the bounding box. 

3.8 Classification of Cracks 

Keeping in view the severity of cracks, the cracks are classified into three categories ( W gberg, 

1991). They are listed as below; 

Class-I 

This type of classification gives information that the width of crack ranges from 0.001m-

0.005m. 

Class-II 

The class II gives information that the width of crack ranges from 0.005 - 0.015m. 

Class-III 

While the cracks representing Class III gives information that the width of crack exceeds 

0.015m. 
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Figure 25: Detailed flow chart of automated crack classification showing the visualized analysis process 

3.9 Evaluation of Interpolation Techniques 

 

The evaluation of the interpolation techniques has been done keeping in view the following 

criteria’s given below; 

 Time consumption for the analysis 

 Cost 

 Results 

 Accuracy 

 Memory usage for storing 

The visual output results generated from different interpolation techniques were compared with 

the 2D images produced in the starting phase of the analysis which shows the reality of the 

pavement when surveyed.  
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
 

4.1 Presentation of Result 

The raw data’s were evaluated by using the kriging, Interp3, Delaunay Triangulation and 

TriscatteredInterp interpolation techniques  which are already explained in chapter-3. Among 

the techniques best method of analysis was chosen and the detail analysis and evaluation was 

done using that method. Some sections were chosen to carry out the detail analysis. For 

visualization of the status of pavement, images were produced from raw data where as a special 

program was made in Matlab software to generate and evaluate the distresses of pavement from 

raw data. The classification was done into different classes according to the nature and size of 

deformations detected by automatic detection software program. The sections were analysed, 

evaluated, interpreted and presented in this result section. Different images, tables, graphs and 

histograms are presented to enlighten the interpretation. 

4.2 Kriging 

Some sections of results from this technique are shown below in figure 26. It has very high 

resolution and is done with an interval of every 0.001 meter scale.  

 

 

Figure 26: 3D Result generated for a road section by kriging technique with 1mm interval of interpolation 

The figure 26 shows that all the axes are in m scale where X-axis (0m - 0.120m) represents 

length of road section, Y-axis (0m - 4m) represents width of road and Z-axis represents 

elevation range of the road section. The color legend in right hand side provides the information 

of elevation differences of the road section. 
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Figure 27: Plain view generated by kriging interpolation 

The Figure 27 represents the plan view of kriging generated result with 1mm interval of 

interpolation. X-axis and Y-axis represents length and width of road section. This section has a 

small depression on the left side of this section which can be clearly identified with the help of 

elevation color bars.  

 

 

Figure 28: 3D Plot generated with 5m spacing 

The figure 28 represents 3D result generated by kriging technique with 5mm interval of 

interpolation. All the axes are in m scale where X-axis (1.85m - 2m) represents length of road 
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section, Y-axis (-0.1m - 3m) represents width of road and Z-axis represents elevation range of 

the road section. The color legend in right hand side provides the information of elevation 

differences of the road section. 

 

Figure 29: Plain view of kriging with 5m spacing 

The figure 29 represents the plan view of kriging generated result with 5mm interval of 

interpolation. X-axis (1.86m - 2m) and Y-axis (-0.1m - 2.5m) represents length and width of 

road section. This section has a small depression on the left side of this section which can be 

clearly identified with the help of elevation color bars. 

4.3 TriscatteredInterp 

The results generated by using TriscatteredIntrep technique are analysed for same data collected 

during both the seasons. The algorithm being used in this research for evaluating pavement 

distress condition is based on automated prediction and it enables to classify the cracks as well 

as the length, width, depth and direction of cracks showing their extents based on the ranges 

being specified (Section-3.7) which can be useful to have an idea about the severity of 

pavement distress. Data acquisition details from the laser scanning machine have been used in 

the algorithm which predicts the crack automatically. For this purpose, two sections of 

approximately 80 meters each in length have been evaluated and compared to find out the 

variations in cracks and road condition in both the seasons. The results generated from both the 

sections have been given as below; 

4.3.1 Results generated by automated program using Matlab software 

All the figures (figure 30-68) are showing the plan view of section having width (m) in its Y-

axis and chainage(m) in its X-axis . Star symbol represents the location of cracks in this 

pavement sections. Star with red color represents 3
rd

 class (crack width >15mm) and star with 

green color represents 2
nd

 class (i.e. 5mm ≤ crack width ≤ 15mm). Star circumscribed by a circle 

represents transverse cracks. For transverse crack also green star denotes crack class 2 and red 

denotes crack class 3. The ‘’ * ’’ symbol represents potholes. These graphs give a complete 
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information of classified number of potholes and cracks with different categories, classes and 

locations. In Y-axis, 0 represents central line of road section where as negative and positive 

numbers represents right hand side and left hand side respectively. These graphs and histogram 

doesn’t notify crack of class 1. The reason for this is the selection of interval of the interpolation 

(resolution) is 5mm as crack class 1 is defined as crack < 5mm. The crack class 1 is excluded 

from the analysis since it represents a minor crack and is of less interest from frost damage point 

of view. Each section of graph represents 10m - 15m of pavement with the information of crack 

categories as longitudinal, transverse and potholes and crack classes 2 and 3.  

In general the figures (31, 37, 43, 49, 55, 61, 66) showing the histogram explains the number of 

different sorts of damages in road section with the help of bar diagram showing clearly the 

quantity in the form of real digit number. This is also a good achievement of the automatic 

detection method. In X-axis 0, 1, 2 and 3 represents the bar columns for potholes, crack class 1, 

crack class 2 and crack class 3 respectively. In all histogram the number of crack class 1 is zero 

because it’s not considered in this analysis. The number at the top of bar column represents 

amount of pavement distresses at that section. 

 

Explanation of a typical section of the road to analyse the distribution of the cracks 

Figure 36 clearly shows that the central part of this pavement section has higher number of 

potholes and cracks than on either side. This section also has some damages on right and left 

side. In this graph from chainage 2170m to 2172m, the pavement looks quite good with very 

less damages as compared to the chainage from 2172m onwards (figure 36). The frequency of 

the types and class of the shows how severely the road section is damaged. In this sections it can 

be seen that there are 600 number of class 2 and 1255 numbers of class 3 cracks with 9 numbers 

of potholes (figure 37).  

 

4.3.2 Distribution of the cracks according to the sections of the road and season 

The table-2 given below explains the different road sections analysed in terms of chainages and 

their respective length. It shows the starting and ending chainages of different sections. This 

table helps in giving information about different types of distresses i-e crack class II, crack class 

III and Potholes. The extent of road damage or the severity of a road section can be determined 

in terms of number of different cracks and potholes.  
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Table 2: list of pavement distresses for summer season section 

Chainage(m) 

 

 

 

Δlength 

(m) 

 

Number of 

cracks in Class 

II 

 

 

Number of cracks in 

Class III 

 

Number of 

Potholes 

 

2170.0 to 2173.5 3.5 29 37 0 

2173.5 to 2177.0 3.5 193 448 0 

2177.0 to 2180.5 3.5 193 343 3 

2180.5 to 2184.0 3.5 185 427 6 

2184.0 to 2187.0 3 206 376 5 

2187.0 to 2190.5 3.5 165 330 4 

2190.5 to 2193.5 3 119 227 3 

2193.5 to 2197.0 3.5 220 429 2 

2197.0 to 2201.5 4.5 131 212 0 

2201.5 to 2206.0 4.5 46 86 1 

2206.0 to 2209.0 3 157 271 1 

2209.0 to 2212.0 3 242 501 1 

2212.0 to 2215.5 3.5 205 358 0 

2215.5 to 2218.5 3 72 119 0 

2218.5 to 2222.0 3.5 28 35 1 

2222.0 to 2225.0 3 192 354 3 

2225.0 to 2228.0 3 207 497 1 

2228.0 to 2231.0 3 39 67 3 

2231.0 to 2234.5 3.5 158 278 0 

2234.5 to 2237.5 3 100 146 3 

2237.5 to 2240.5 3 58 92 0 

2240.5 to 2243.5 3 149 212 0 

2243.5 to 2248.0 4.5 42 51 0 

2248.0 to 2251.5 3.5 12 30 0 

2251.5 to 2255.0 3.5 21 35 1 

2255.0 to 2258.0 3 23 37 2 

2258.0 to 2261.0 3 24 49 0 

2261.0 to 2264.5 3.5 51 79 1 

 

Summer 

Around 85m of road section i.e. from chainage 2170m to 2264m was chosen for investigation of 

the damages on the road surface. The chosen section contains both damaged and undamaged 

road, hence it became easier to  visualize the actual condition of the road surface. This section 

contains all possible types of pavement distresses (i.e. longitudinal cracks, transverse cracks, 

potholes etc.). After the generation of figures and charts by automated program using 

MATLAB, it is found that the road section with the highest number of cracks is 2184m to 

2197m (figure 30 & 31). This section has 1362 class 3 cracks, 710 class 2 cracks and 9 potholes. 

This section has evenly distributed pavement distresses. Another section with higher number of 
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cracks i.e. highly damaged section is from chainage 2170m to 2184m (figure 36 & 37). In this 

section the cracks concentration is very high from chainage 2174m onwards. Before 2174m 

road damage is very less. It is also found that within the selected length section of road the 

section from chainage 2252m to 2264m has very less or negligible numbers of cracks as 

compared to other sections. The biggest potholes identified the section from chainage 2225m to 

2230m. It is also found that pavement distresses are found mostly at the central part of the road 

and very little at the edges. Two big transverse cracks were found at chainages 2178m, 2232 

and 2255m shown in figure 40 and figure 45 respectively. These potholes and cracks could be 

distinctly seen in figures 40, 41, 45 and 94. 

 

Figure 30: Automated graph generation based upon TriscatteredInterpshowing different distresses and 

distributions of summer  

 

Figure 31: Automated generated histogram based upon TriscatteredInterp with chainage 2184m - 2197m  

showing different distresses and distributions of summer 
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The smaller potholes are hard to recognize from images as well as from visual inspection but 

since the criteria for the potholes also detects smaller size of opening in pavement. The numbers 

can be reduced if smaller openings are not taken into consideration (if defined area for potholes 

is increased). 

The section of the road from chainage 2184m to 2187m has severe damages in the middle of 

road. Huge number of cracks have been detected from an automated detection program by using 

‘’Triscatteredinterp’’ technique. It is obvious to have higher number of cracks representing 

Class III, shown in the automated generated image (figure 32). The question may arise 

regarding a higher numerical value. The reason is just because of the selection of pixel size and 

presence of discontinuities or small gaps between consecutive cracks. So as to results, a single 

huge crack comes out a collection of hundreds or smaller length cracks. So this type of 

discontinuity directly affects the number of cracks and a huge fluctuation of number then 

predicted from visual inspections but in total, the area covered will be approximately equal as it 

should be.  

 

Figure 32: Image output with chainage 2184m - 2187m 
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Figure 33: Image output with chainage 2187m - 2190m 

 

 

Figure 34: Image output with chainage 2190m - 2193m 
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Figure 35: Image output with chainage 2194m - 2197m 

 

 

Figure 36: Automated generated graph based upon TriscatteredInterp showing different distresses with its 

distribution 
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Figure 37: Automatic generated Histogram based upon TriscatteredInterp showing different distresses with its 

distribution 

 

 

Figure 38: Images output of Chainage 2170.5m to 2173.5m section 
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Figure 39: Images output of Chainage 2173.5m to 2177m section 

 

 
Figure 40: Image output from chainage 2177m to 2180m 
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Figure 41: Image output of chainage 2180.5m to 2183.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Automatic generation of graph based upon TriscatteredInterp showing pavement distress from 

chainage 2252m to 2264m 
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Figure 43: Automatic generation of histogram based upon TriscatteredInterp showing pavement distress and 

distributions 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Image output from chainage 2251.5m to 2255m 
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Figure 45: Image output from chainage 2255m to 2258m 

Figure 46: Image output from chainage 2258m to 2261m 
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Figure 47: Image output from chainage 2261m to 2265m 

 

Winter 

The table-3 given below explains the different road sections analysed in terms of chainages and 

their respective length. It shows the starting and ending chainages of different sections. This 

table helps in giving information about different types of distresses i-e crack class II, crack class 

III and Potholes. The extent of road damage or the severity of a road section can be determined 

in terms of number of different cracks and potholes.  

Table 3: list of pavement distresses for winter season section 

Chainage(m) Δlength (m) Class II Class III Potholes 

2170.0 to 2173.5 3.5 183 315 0 

2173.5 to 2177.5 4 182 274 0 

2177.5 to 2181.5 4 199 413 1 

2181.5 to 2185.0 3.5 115 283 6 

2185.0 to 2189.0 4 231 450 11 

2189.0 to 2192.5 3.5 184 281 3 

2192.5 to 2196.5 4 234 396 4 

2196.5 to 2200.5 4 163 294 0 

2200.5 to 2204.5 4 181 419 0 

2204.5 to 2208.0 3.5 190 366 0 

2208.0 to 2212.0 4 235 470 0 

2212.0 to 2215.5 3.5 175 400 0 

2215.5 to 2219.0 3.5 188 339 1 

2219.0 to 2222.5 3.5 198 449 4 

2222.5 to 2226.5 4 167 334 6 
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2226.5 to 2229.5 3 273 578 4 

2229.5 to 2233.0 3.5 203 357 2 

2233.0 to 2236.5 3.5 150 279 0 

2236.5 to 2240.0 3.5 41 77 0 

2240.0 to 2244.5 4.5 417 652 0 

2244.5 to 2247.0 2.5 216 326 0 

2247.0 to 2250.5 3.5 195 347 0 

2250.5 to 2254.0 3.5 105 172 0 

2254.0 to 2257.5 3.5 356 565 0 

2257.5 to 2261.0 3.5 222 392 0 

2261.0 to 2264.5 3.5 257 406 0 

2264.5 to 2268.5 4 45 64 0 

2268.5 to 2271.0 2.5 51 79 1 

 

Similar length (around 85m) of the road was chosen for the analysis. The result generated from 

winter season shows that the section of chainage 2219.5m to 2234.5m has highest number of 

cracks (figure 49). This section has 1549 class III cracks, 769 class II cracks but no potholes. 

Mostly central part of the road section in more damaged than the road edges. Another highly 

damaged section is from chainage 2234.5m to 2247.5m (figure 55). 1522 number of third class 

cracks,728 second class crack and 11 potholes. It is also found that from the whole road section 

analysed most of them are highly damaged. The sections from chainage 2206.5m to 2219.5m, 

2247.5m to 2259.5m, 2274.5m to 2286.5m and 2259.5m to 2274.5m have evenly distributed 

damages all over the section. From the comparison of the road according to the season, it could 

be found that the number of the cracks in the winter season is higher than that for the summer 

season (figure 66). 

 

                                       Figure 48: Automatic generation of graph based upon TriscatteredInterp showing 

pavement distresses from chainage 2220m to 2234m 
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                                          Figure 49: Automatic generation of histogram based upon TriscatteredInterpshowing 

the pavement distresses and distributions 

 

 

 

Figure 50: Image output with chaniage 2219m to 2223m 
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Figure 51: Image output with chaniage 2223m to 2227m 

 

 

 

Figure 52: Image output with chaniage 2227m to 2230.5m 
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Figure 53: Image output with chainage 2230.5m to 2234.5m 

 

 

 

                                           Figure 54: Automatic generation of graph based upon TriscatteredInterp showing 

pavement distresses from chainage 2235m to 2247m 
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                                     Figure 55: Automatic generation of histogram based upon TriscatteredInterp showing 

pavement distresses and distributions 

 

 

 

Figure 56: Image output from chainage 2234.5m to 2238m 
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Figure 57: Image output from chainage 2238m to 2241.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 58: Image output from chainage 2241.5m to 2245m 
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Figure 59: Image output from chainage 2245m to 2248.5m 

 

 

 

 

                              Figure 60: Automatic generation of graph based upon TriscatteredInterp showing pavement 

distresses from chainage 2206.5m to 2219.5m 
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                                           Figure 61: Automatic generation of histogram based upon TriscatteredInterp 

showing pavement distresses and distributions 

 

 

 

Figure 62: Image output from chainage 2207m to 2211.5m 
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Figure 63: Image output from chainage 2211.5m to 2215m 

 

 

 

Figure 64: Image output from chainage 2215m to 2219.5m 
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4.4 COMPARISON OF WINTER AND SUMMER 

For the analysis, a section of road from chainage 2212m to 2225m (figure 66) has been chosen 

from both the data’s of winter and summer. Same section of road is chosen to show the changes 

in pavement distresses i.e. Number of cracks, different crack classes and potholes. The section 

of road from winter has 1555 cracks representing class III, 738 cracks representing class II and 

11potholes (figure 67). Whereas the section of road from summer has 910 cracks representing 

class III, 533 representing class II and 4 potholes. 

The difference in number of cracks and potholes between winter and summer season of the 

same section of road is assumed due to the frost action in winter season and thawing in summer 

season. Frost heaving results due to the crystallization of ice within the voids in soil and thus 

they form an extension of ice named ice lenses or layers of ice. Since the ice lenses  grows and 

thickens in size, it creates an upward force on the pavement resulting in cracks or the roughness 

of a pavement may occur, whereas the thawing process on the other hand liquefies ice state into 

water and chances of reducing openings of cracks and small cracks developed by frost action 

and side by side due to low bearing capacity, the chances of increasing more cracks when traffic 

loads are acted upon it. 

Thus it is concluded that due to frost heaving process, additional cracks with a wider width have 

been experienced during winter.  

 

 

Figure 65: Automatic generation of graph based upon TriscatteredInterp showing the comparison of winter 

and summer 
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Figure 66: Automatic generation of histogram based on TriscatteredInterp showing the comparison of winter 

and   summer 

Due to the fact that the pavement becomes weaker when the ice is converted into water therefore the chances of 

settlements are also enhanced which can arise more cracks and potholes during thawing process. Eventually, the 

subgrade becomes weak enough to hold the pavement due to poor drainage conditions and cracks are developed in 

different directions. 

4.5 Overestimation of number of cracks 

The automatic classification over estimates the number of cracks. During the brushing of the cracks, certain numbers 

of crack pixels were removed from a group of crack pixels so that the crack width becomes closer to the reality. 

While performing this, the continuity of the pixels was broken and a several groups were formed from a single group 

and hence the number of the cracks increased. Crack area introduced as additional support for the interpretation. 

 

 
Table 4: Justification of cracks 

For the classification of the cracks, the figures generated help in showing the road section while the crack 

classification table-4 given below is showing the chainage, average width, area and length respectively. 

 

Crack ID crack

_cate
gory 

crack_

class 

crack_start_chai

nage(m) 

crack_start_poi

nt_in_transvers
e_direction(m) 

crack_end_ch

ainage(m) 

crack_len

gth(m) 

crack_area in 

(m
2
x 10

-3
) 

average_width(

m) 

R1_20110712_1_2170 1 2 2170.320 1.791 2170.330 0.25 0.550 0.011 

R1_20110712_2_2170 1 3 2170.370 1.941 2170.403 0.05 0.825 0.083 

R1_20110712_3_2170 1 3 2170.460 0.881 2170.471 0.02 0.700 0.018 

R1_20110712_4_2170 1 3 2170.540 1.846 2170.893 0.10 4.245 0.213 

R1_20110712_5_2170 1 2 2170.645 1.651 2170.655 0.02 0.525 0.013 

R1_20110712_6_2170 1 3 2170.680 1.846 2170.689 0.02 7.250 0.018 

R1_20110712_7_2170 1 3 2170.680 1.896 2170.689 0.02 0.600 0.015 

R1_20110712_8_2170 1 2 2170.685 1.771 2170.699 0.45 1.275 0.014 

R1_20110712_9_2170 1 2 2170.710 0.206 2170.720 0.02 0.525 0.013 

R1_20110712_10_2170 1 3 2170.740 -0.109 2170.754 0.015 0.575 0.019 

R1_20110712_11_2170 2 2 2170.760 1.831 2170.766 0.03 0.525 0.009 

R1_20110712_12_2170 1 3 2170.770 -0.019 2170.784 0.015 0.550 0.018 

R1_20110712_13_2170 1 3 2170.830 1.801 2170.844 0.04 1.450 0.018 

R1_20110712_14_2170 1 2 2170.860 0.606 2170.870 0.025 0.700 0.014 

R1_20110712_15_2170 1 2 2170.885 0.401 2170.897 0.025 6.750 0.013 
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R1_20110712_16_2170 1 3 2170.915 1.776 2170.933 0.035 1.400 0.020 

R1_20110712_17_2170 1 2 2170.925 1.631 2170.935 0.02 0.575 0.014 

R1_20110712_18_2171 1 3 2171.010 1.791 2171.033 0.05 2.675 0.027 

R1_20110712_19_2171 1 3 2171.025 0.176 2171.036 0.02 0.625 0.016 

R1_20110712_20_2171 2 2 2171.055 1.751 2171.061 0.03 0.500 0.008 

R1_20110712_21_2171 1 3 2171.145 1.771 2171.190 0.075 7.750 0.052 

R1_20110712_22_2171 1 2 2171.160 0.376 2171.172 0.03 0.675 0.011 

R1_20110712_23_2171 1 3 2171.165 -1.939 2171.176 0.015 0.550 0.018 

R1_20110712_24_2171 1 2 2171.165 0.186 2171.177 0.025 0.650 0.013 

R1_20110712_25_2171 1 2 2171.290 1.851 2171.298 0.025 0.675 0.013 

R1_20110712_26_2171 1 3 2171.375 0.541 2171.388 0.025 0.925 0.019 

R1_20110712_27_2171 1 2 2171.445 -1.934 2171.458 0.025 0.650 0.013 

R1_20110712_28_2171 1 3 2171.455 0.236 2171.466 0.015 0.525 0.017 

R1_20110712_29_2171 1 3 2171.590 -0.069 2171.602 0.015 0.700 0.023 

R1_20110712_30_2171 1 2 2171.665 -0.969 2171.676 0.025 0.625 0.012 

R1_20110712_31_2171 1 3 2171.700 1.696 2171.725 0.03 1.600 0.027 

R1_20110712_32_2171 1 3 2171.730 0.376 2171.741 0.015 0.575 0.019 

R1_20110712_33_2171 1 3 2171.735 0.531 2171.753 0.025 1.050 0.021 

R1_20110712_34_2171 1 2 2171.735 1.461 2171.746 0.025 0.575 0.011 

R1_20110712_35_2171 1 2 2171.795 1.441 2171.807 0.035 0.800 0.011 

R1_20110712_36_2171 1 3 2171.875 -0.829 2171.886 0.015 0.575 0.019 

R1_20110712_37_2171 1 2 2171.880 1.416 2171.890 0.02 0.550 0.014 

R1_20110712_38_2171 1 2 2171.895 -1.859 2171.903 0.02 0.575 0.014 

R1_20110712_39_2171 1 3 2171.935 0.701 2171.946 0.02 0.625 0.016 

R1_20110712_40_2172 1 2 2172.005 -0.139 2172.015 0.02 0.500 0.012 

R1_20110712_41_2172 1 2 2172.010 0.971 2172.020 0.02 0.550 0.014 

R1_20110712_42_2172 1 3 2172.040 1.386 2172.050 0.02 0.600 0.015 

R1_20110712_43_2172 1 3 2172.160 0.111 2172.178 0.02 0.825 0.021 

R1_20110712_44_2172 1 3 2172.200 1.116 2172.216 0.025 0.825 0.016 

R1_20110712_45_2172 1 3 2172.230 0.221 2172.241 0.015 0.775 0.026 

R1_20110712_46_2172 1 3 2172.335 -1.929 2172.351 0.02 1.125 0.028 

R1_20110712_47_2172 1 2 2172.365 0.776 2172.375 0.025 0.500 0.010 

R1_20110712_48_2172 1 3 2172.395 -0.069 2172.406 0.02 0.625 0.016 

R1_20110712_49_2172 1 3 2172.410 1.906 2172.476 0.03 4.200 0.070 

R1_20110712_50_2172 1 2 2172.470 -0.159 2172.480 0.02 0.525 0.013 

R1_20110712_51_2172 1 3 2172.490 -1.874 2172.502 0.02 0.750 0.019 

R1_20110712_52_2172 1 2 2172.705 0.046 2172.715 0.02 0.525 0.013 

R1_20110712_53_2172 1 3 2172.710 0.206 2172.726 0.02 0.875 0.022 

R1_20110712_54_2172 1 3 2172.750 1.931 2172.772 0.005 0.550 0.055 

R1_20110712_55_2172 1 3 2172.775 1.416 2172.793 0.03 1.300 0.022 

R1_20110712_56_2172 1 2 2172.830 0.856 2172.838 0.02 0.550 0.014 

R1_20110712_57_2172 1 2 2172.905 0.536 2172.916 0.025 0.600 0.012 

R1_20110712_58_2172 1 2 2172.975 0.681 2172.985 0.025 0.500 0.010 

R1_20110712_59_2173 1 2 2173.070 1.376 2173.080 0.02 0.575 0.015 

R1_20110712_60_2173 1 3 2173.105 1.241 2173.116 0.025 0.750 0.015 

R1_20110712_61_2173 1 3 2173.165 0.386 2173.181 0.025 0.850 0.017 

R1_20110712_62_2173 1 2 2173.165 1.636 2173.174 0.02 0.500 0.012 

R1_20110712_63_2173 1 3 2173.295 -0.559 2173.308 0.025 0.950 0.019 

R1_20110712_64_2173 1 3 2173.390 1.916 2173.409 0.015 0.675 0.023 

R1_20110712_65_2173 1 2 2173.475 0.861 2173.484 0.025 0.625 0.013 

R1_20110712_66_2173 1 3 2173.520 1.886 2173.532 0.04 1.925 0.024 

Total    (Area,m2)12,8   (m2) 0,103  
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Figure 67: Binary image showing the pixels of cracks 

 

From the sample of excel sheets generated from automated program using Matlab software the 

total area of road section is calculated as 12.8 m
2
 and the total area covered by cracks in the 

same section of road is 0.103 m
2
(0.8%). 
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Figure 68:Image output from chainage 2180.5m to 2183.5m 

 

 

 
Figure 69: Binary image showing the pixels of cracks 
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Length of road section (L) = 3330mm=3.33m, width of road section (W) = 4m, Area of the road 

section(A) = 3.33*4 = 13.32m
2
, total area of cracks (including all cracks and potholes) in that 

section(Ac) = 1.1257m
2
. Hence the percentage of road damage is 8.45%. The images generated 

from the software and the binary images showing just cracks also proves that the automatic 

result generated by using Matlab software is reasonable and true. Almost 8.5% of the road 

section is calculated as a damaged section since this section of road is one of the highly 

damaged section as it can be seen as second highest number of cracks in the table containing 

crack numbers and cracks classes (table 2). Hence on average, area of damages on other road 

sections are less than the figure calculated above (i.e. 8.5%). The detailed MS Excel sheet of 

this section of road is attached in the appendix section of the report. The result can also be 

verified from the 2D image and binary image generated from Matlab software. 

 

4.6 Graphical presentation of Damage Classes 

The alternative way of presentation of result can be done by graphical format where the 

different deformations can be shown.  

 The graphical representation also helps in description of the flow of deformations along 

the road section.  

 The graphs are drawn both for summer and winter seasons. The graphs can be generated 

as per the area of interest. 

 To have the general idea of flow of deformation, area of damages against their 

respective chainage graphs were generated. 

 Identical damages are shown to have an idea of its flow throughout the section of road 

where as combination of all damages shows the relative flow of damages along the road 

section.  

2180.5m to 2184.0m 3.5 0 185 427 6 
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Figure 70: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for Class-II of summer 

 

 

 
Figure 71: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for Class-II of winter 
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Figure 72: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for Class-III (summer) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 73: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for Class-III (winter) 
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Figure 74: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for Potholes (summer) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 75: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for Potholes (winter) 
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Figure 76: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for all the Classes (winter) 

 

 

 
Figure 77: Graph showing the chainage versus the percent of total road area for all the Classes (summer) 
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Differences in methods 

Kriging is  a well-known method of interpolation. It is capable of generating outputs high very 

high precision and accuracy. But on the other hand it consumes very much time to generate a 

small section of road and it requires very high processing computer. It took approximately 8-10 

hours in generating the output for 0.2m of a road section. Moreover, its resolution is also very 

high therefore it is a bit complex to analyse the output and uneconomical method to use. 

TriscatteredInterp is a comparatively friendly method in MATLAB method than kriging. First 

of all it is inbuilt interpolating function in MATLAB and needs less processing time. Similarly 

this function produces a well interpolated surface required for the current analysis and it has a 

capability of both Interp and Delaunay Triangulation techniques. The interp3 technique was 

initially used for the interpolation of the data, however, the result generated was not satisfactory 

so it was decided to switch to other methods while on the other hand Delaunay Triangulation 

uses only the Delaunay triangulation principle so the result was not the optimum interpolation 

surface so it was decided to try other interpolation techniques. 

Due to these advantages of TriscatterdInterp function, it was chosen for the analysis. Another 

major advantage is the efficient memory usage of this function in comparison to kriging and 

inbuilt functions (Interp and Delaunay Tri) in MATLAB for the interpolation techniques. Table-

5 given below helps in choosing the appropriate economical method for processing and analyses 

of the raw data. 

Table 5: Criteria’s for selecting the best interpolation method 

Interpolation 

Method 

Image Quality and 

Precision 

Time Consumption 

and Cost 

Memory 

Usage 
Kriging Very High Very high Very high 

Interp3 High High High 

Delaunay 

Triangulation 

Moderate High High 

Triscatteredinterp Moderate and easily 

comprehended 

Low Very Low 

 

5.2 Output Result comparison 

Though Kriging method is capable of producing highly precise output however it is very hard to 

analyse the result. The image generated from this method has very high resolution and has a 

very high fluctuation of level of pavements and was very hard to gather information of the 

pavements related to pavement distresses. 

The factor that plays a vital role in practice is time since large amount of data sets are processed. 

TriscatteredInterp produced gives the output within seconds compared to kriging, which allows 

the researcher to apply different alternative for finding best possible results. This method 

generated automatic detection of pavements distresses, its category and classification according 

to the length, area and average width. Addition of start and end chainages for each and every 

pavements distresses helps to give information of its location. Automatic generation of Images, 

Excel sheets with features and dimensions of distresses, graph and histogram gives a complete 
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information of the condition of pavements surveyed by laser scanners. It also helps the road 

keepers to make planning for maintenance of the pavements. Thus, this method is the most 

suitable method among the investigated interpolation techniques.  

5.3 Classification of frost damages 

The analysis is done for the data of summer and winter to evaluate the changes in pavement 

distresses made by frost action during winter season. Therefore same sections of pavement are 

chosen to differentiate the frost related damages. We have chosen almost 80 meter section 

where a lot of damages were seen in the pavement and can help us for differentiating frost 

action damages. Visualization and calculation of frost action damage can be done by comparing 

the results of summer and winter same section of road. During analysis we found same chainage 

of summer and winter doesn’t represent the same section of road.  

The difference is approximately 22.5m.The reason behind it may be the summer survey data 

collection by laser scanner started 22.5m forward from the start point of road done in winter 

season. If the sections are different then it is impossible to differentiate the frost action damages. 

It is very important of having an accurate chainage for analysis between summer and winter 

otherwise there might be a difficulty in viewing the results after analysis. In this case, using 

high resolution in the chainage value of the sections becomes impractical however the high 

resolution has been applied in the chainage for the well demarcation of the cracks as far as 

possible. Furthermore, it would have been a plus point if interpolation could have been done 

more precisely so that class I cracks could also be detected.  

Longitudinal, transversal cracking and potholes caused due to frost action have been detected 

while damages such as fatigue cracking and rutting have not been detected.  

5.4 Advantages and disadvantages of the method 

The methodology used for analysis has some pros and cons which are given as below; 

Advantages 

 The good thing about the method is the automatic detection which on further 

development can be used in field detection of the cracks.  

 Similarly it can be used for the post processing process of cracks detection which can be 

used in the design or planning of the road improvement. 

 This method has also advantage in detecting the cracks before and after certain season 

or time interval so can be used for the study of effect of freeze and thaw or some other 

reasons on the road surface. 

Disadvantages 

 The limitation of the method is that it cannot detect class one cracks due to the 

limitation in the pixel size fixed to 5mm. 

 Also in crack classification specially a single crack on the field is changed to number of 

cracks 

 This showed that there is a higher number of cracks in comparison to the reality just in 

the number however if we look at the area of the crack or the numbers of pixels 

representing the cracks there are similarity in the area 
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 Moreover we cannot use best method due to the limitation of the Matlab and high 

processing computer requirement 

5.5 Support required to develop this methodology 

Methodology can be good or bad depending upon the raw data collected, the method and 

accuracy of data collection and the selection of method or techniques used to interpret and 

analyse the available data. Care should be taken while collecting the raw data otherwise the 

analysis performed cannot achieve the required results. Accuracy of raw data can be made 

possible by driving the laser scanning vehicle smoothly and steadily over the pavement surface 

so that scanner should capture all the information required for further processing. 

The higher the accuracy of a laser scanner, the better result could be achieved. The transversal 

profile consists of 580 points and it is measured at 14 Hz which means that it gives one profile 

in every 8 cm. The laser scanner class 3R has a varying accuracy.  

Matlab is a powerful general computational tool but it is not optimized for this application. It is 

likely that a developed generic code in e.g. Fortran would be more time efficient to carry out 

this type of analysis. 

5.6 Verification of result 

With the coordination with the original data collector or with the availability of required 

information such as the starting points or the chainage, the analysis done in this study can be 

verified in the field by ocular inspection. However, there might be major constraint in 

verification of the result if maintenance work has already been carried out for the road section 

or there occurred major changes in the road section after the survey was carried out. There 

might be further increase in the cracks and the deformation which might be another constraint in 

the verification. In this regards the only possible method of verification of the result is the visual 

inspection with the interpolated surface using the original data used for the analysis, however, it 

becomes impossible to verify the result accurately. For example: The verification of the result 

such as the area coverage by the cracks cannot be verified. Only the occurrence of the cracks in 

the certain chainage and pattern of the cracks can be verified manually using visual inspection 

of the image generated from the interpolation. Similarly very small size cracks cannot be 

verified even using this visual inspection method as they might not be visible in the images 

generated. Comparison of the automated generated result with photos or video clips of the 

pavement surface can help in verification. This method could be verified in another project if 

laser scanning and visual inspection is carried out at the same time. 

Although the results of the study might not be verified in the field or using other methods, it 

should be noted that the results generated in this study gives idea how automatic cracks 

detection could be applied. Further development of the technique could be the validation of the 

method used for the crack detection. The values such as the number of pixels which are 

removed to sharpen the crack area (termed as brushing in the programming) and number of the 

neighboring pixels taken to evaluate slope using differentiation technique were chosen based on 

the visual inspection of the result might not be true for all the sections. In this regards it is 

important to test the result for all the sections which are different with each other with respect to 

the types, length and classes of the cracks. The verification hence needs simultaneous 

application and verification of the result generated from this method in the field so that 

corrections could be applied at the same time. Furthermore, this verification could be done for 

different cases or the training of the model should be done for various cases and patterns of 
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cracks and deformations. After the training and verification the method could be applied in the 

field directly so that crack maps, classification and databases can be prepared in the field after 

processing of the surveyed data using portable high processing capacity computers.   

5.7 Recommendations to carry out such analysis 

First of all one should know about the extent of deterioration occurred in the pavement surface. 

It can range from small cracks to major discontinuities. Dealing with small cracks require the 

resolution should be kept in millimeters for analysis while in case of bigger cracks the 

resolution should always be in meters. A proper planning is required before starting the analysis 

process, various techniques should be applied for the processing of data and based on the 

desired results, and the best interpretation technique should be adopted. Results received from 

automated generated interpolation techniques should include tables, figures, graphs and 

histograms to present the analysis and interpret them. 

5.8 Achievements 

The following tasks have been achieved as the major part of this study. 

 The laser scanning data is possible to use for the analysis purposes of a road surface 

 The damages caused by frost action can be automatically detected and classified. Thus, 

cracks greater then 5mm in frost action can automatically be classified 

 Different numerical methods can be applied to analyse the data  

 Comparison and classification of the results generated in winter and summer season can 

be done for a better understanding about the road damage variations due to seasonal 

changes 

 Automated classification of potholes, different cracks and other irregularities within the 

pavement has been done successfully however it needs to be verified in the field 

 

5.9 Conclusion 

Based on the work carried out in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

 It is concluded that the automated detection is possible to evaluate and compare the 

pavement distresses for seasonal changes. 

 This automated technique of detecting road damages is promising since it is objective, 

labor effective and could be used to follow the distresses of a road on an annual basis.  

 This high resolution has led to the automatic classification of the cracks distinctly at 

least to the cracks with a width greater then 5mm 

 To be able to use automatic analysis for frost damage classification, a high accuracy of 

the chainage of the measurement is required using the laser scanner. 

 Potholes with dimensions length >0.2m and width >0.2m and length : breadth ratio > 

0.6 could be classified.  

5.10 Further Work 

The work performed in this project should be considered as an initial step towards the 

automated detection of cracks hence further development is essential so that this method can be 

implemented practically in the field. The best development could be the availability of high 

resolution laser scanned data which needs less interpolation. Similarly, field verification of the 

results from this analysis would be a major step in the development of this method. After the 
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field verification and further enhancement using well-structured and memory efficient 

programming, if this could be implemented in field at the same time with the laser scanning, it 

would have been the most fruitful development of the method. In this regards, field verification 

is sought in the current analysis. 
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Appendix–I 

Kriging 

Matlab Syntax 

 

One-Dimensional Interpolation in Matlab 

 
1. Nearest neighbor - yi = interp1(x,y,xi,’nearest’) 

2. Linear - yi = interp1(x,y,xi,’linear’) 

3. Cubic spline - yi = interp1(x,y,xi,’spline’) or yi = spline(x,y,xi) 

 

Two-Dimensional Interpolation in Matlab 

 

1. Nearest neighbor - zi = griddata(x,y,z,xi,yi,’nearest’) 

2. Triangular based linear - zi = griddata(x,y,z,xi,yi,’linear’) 

3. Triangular based cubic - zi = griddata(x,y,z,xi,yi,’cubic’) 

Appendix-II 
 

Interp3 

Matlab Syntax 

VI = interp3(X,Y,Z,XI,YI,ZI) 

VI = interp3(V,XI,YI,ZI) 

VI = interp3(V,ntimes) 

VI = interp3(…..,method) 

Appendix-III 
 

Delaunay Triangulation 

Matlab Syntax 

 

TRI = delaunay (X,Y) 

TRI = delaunay (X,Y,Z) 

TRI = delaunay (X) 
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Appendix-IV 
 

TriScatteredInterp Script 

clear all 

close all 

 

% see the files that has file name starting with V510 and .mat extension 

file_temp = dir('V510*.mat'); 

% number of available file 

file_no_temp = length(file_temp); 

prompt11=[]; 

for i=1:file_no_temp 

prompt=[file_temp(i).name]; 

filename_roads(i,1)= {prompt}; 

promt1(i)=[filename_roads(i)]; 

%     store all filenames in a single variable 

prompt11=vertcat(prompt11,promt1(i)); 

 

end 

title='input 1 to select file and 0 to deselect '; 

 

% Input dialogue box 

answer=inputdlg(prompt11,title); 

% to check if a file is chosen or multiple files are chosen and to show the 

% error message 

if isempty(answer) == 1 

errordlg('No file chosen','File error'); 

elseifnumel(find(cell2mat(answer)==char(49)))>1 

errordlg('Select only one file','File error'); 

elseifnumel(find(cell2mat(answer)==char(48)))==file_no_temp 

errordlg('none of the files are chosen','File error'); 

else 

location_of_the_file_to_be_processed = find(cell2mat(answer)==char(49)); 

file_to_be_processed= prompt11(location_of_the_file_to_be_processed); 

processed_file_name=regexprep(file_to_be_processed,'.mat',''); 

load_X=(strcat('load',{' '},file_to_be_processed{1,1},{' '},'Mpos_Z')); 

load_Y=(strcat('load',{' '},file_to_be_processed{1,1},{' '},'Y')); 

load_Z=(strcat('load',{' '},file_to_be_processed{1,1},{' '},'Z')); 

 

eval(load_X{1,1}); 

eval(load_Y{1,1}); 

eval(load_Z{1,1}); 

end 

%% 

 

Starting_scan_line_no=57000; %initialise the scanline from which you want to start the interpolation and surface plot 

Finishing_scan_line_no=57200; %initiaise the scanline where you want to end the plot  

Number_of_scan_per_figure=100; 

resolution_in_mm = 5;% initialise the resolution of the interpolation i.e. the interval of the interpolation in mm 

%while loop for the total plots 

c=1; 

while Starting_scan_line_no<Finishing_scan_line_no; 

n=1; 

 

%for loop for numbers of scan lines per plot and assigning X values for corresponding Y and Z values     

for i=Starting_scan_line_no:Starting_scan_line_no+Number_of_scan_per_figure; 

inner1(1:length(Y{1,1}),n) = Mpos_Z(1,i);% the chainage value is taken as X coordinate in the plot i.e. one set of Y 

and Z has single X value 

inner2(:,n)= Y{1,i}; 

inner3(:,n)= Z{1,i}; 

n=n+1; 

end 

% reshaping the matrix into vector and changing the unit to mm 
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x=reshape(inner1(1:1:length(Y{1,1}),1:1:n-1),length(Y{1,1})*(n-1),1)*1000; 

y=reshape(inner2(1:1:length(Y{1,1}),1:1:n-1),length(Y{1,1})*(n-1),1)*1000; 

z=reshape(inner3(1:1:length(Y{1,1}),1:1:n-1),length(Y{1,1})*(n-1),1)*1000; 

%% 

 

% Calling the function interpolation 

[qx,qy,qz]= interpolation(x,y,z,resolution_in_mm); 

%% 

qz11(c)={qz}; 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');% To take the screen size 

 

h=figure('Position',[120 scrsz(4)/10 scrsz(3)-200 scrsz(4)-210]); % assign the position and size of the plot 

 

surf(qx,qy,qz); %plotting the surface 

 

xlabel ('chainage (mm)'); 

ylabel ('width (mm)'); 

zlabel ('height (mm)'); 

colormap(bone); 

shading interp; 

lighting phong; 

grid minor; 

caxis([min(z) max(z)]) %fixing the range of the color in the color map  

axis tight; 

set(gca,'Color',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 

colorbar('location','EastOutside'); 

view(2); 

% q=['saveas(gcf,','''','C:\Users\sunil\Documents\MATLAB\geostat\figures\ro 

% ad_1st_',int2str(k),'_2D_chainage_',int2str(min(x)),'m_to_',int2str(max(x)),'m.jpg','''',')']; 

 

q=['saveas(gcf,','''',processed_file_name{1,1},'_scan_line_no_',int2str(Starting_scan_line_no),'_2D_chainage_',int2str

(min(x)),'mm_to_',int2str(max(x)),'mm.jpg','''',')']; 

eval(q); 

 

 

%% 

 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

h=figure('Position',[120 scrsz(4)/10 scrsz(3)-200 scrsz(4)-210]);    

 

surf(qx,qy,qz); 

 

colormap(bone); 

shading interp; 

lighting phong; 

axis tight; 

caxis([min(z) max(z)]) 

xlabel ('chainage (mm)'); 

ylabel ('width (mm)'); 

zlabel ('height (mm)'); 

view([-25.5,60]);% -25.5 is the angle of rotation of the figure about Z axis and 60 is the view height 

set(gca,'Color',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 

 

grid minor; 

colorbar('location','NorthOutside'); 

%% 

 

s=['saveas(gcf,','''',processed_file_name{1,1},'_scan_line_no_',int2str(Starting_scan_line_no),'_3D_chainage_',int2str

(min(x)),'mm_to_',int2str(max(x)),'mm.jpg','''',')']; 

eval(s); 

%% 

 

% generation of the binary image using statistical method 

[binary_section,crackmap]=distress_eval(qz); 

% further cleaning of the crack pixels 

[BW2,prop1]= brushing(crackmap); 
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% imtool(BW2); % press ctrl + t if you want to see the binary image 

%% 

% s=1; 

% d=1; 

fun_crack_classification(x, qx, qy,qz, prop1,processed_file_name,Starting_scan_line_no); 

Starting_scan_line_no=Starting_scan_line_no+100; 

c=c+1; 

close all ; 

end 

 

Brushing 

function [BW2,prop1]= brushing(crackmap) 

% STR=strel('line',2,90); 

% STR1=strel('line',2,-90); 

BW2=bwareaopen(crackmap,20); 

prop1=regionprops(BW2,'area','BoundingBox'); 

 

% eros=imerode(crackmap,STR); 

% eros1=imerode(crackmap,STR1); 

% eroded=eros+eros1; 

% dilated1=imdilate(eros,STR); 

% eroded11=(eroded,crackmap); 

% imtool(dilated1); 

% imtool(BW2); 

% imtool(eros); 

% imtool(eroded); 

% imtool(eroded11); 

 

 

Distress_evaluation 

function [binary_section, crackmap]=distress_eval(qz) 

%  

 

binary_section=diff(qz); 

% figure(100) 

% hist(binary_section); 

[m n]= size(binary_section); 

g=nanmean(nanmean(binary_section)); 

s=nanstd(nanstd(binary_section)); 

 

th=g-2.8*s; 

grd=gradient(qz); 

crackmap=[]; 

for i=1:m 

for j=1:n; 

if binary_section(i,j) <th %| binary_section(i,j) >(-1*th) 

crackmap(i,j)=1; 

else 

crackmap(i,j)=0; 

end 

end 

end 

% for i=2:m-1; 

%     for j=2:n-1; 

% binary_section(i,j)=(qz(i+1,j-1)-qz(i,j))+ (qz(i,j+1)-qz(i,j))+(qz(i+1,j+1)-qz(i,j))+(qz(i-1,j)-qz(i,j))+(qz(i+1,j)-

qz(i,j))+(qz(i-1,j-1)-qz(i,j))+(qz(i,j-1)-qz(i,j))+(qz(i+1,j-1)-qz(i,j)); 

%     end 

% end 

 

% normalize 

 

Interpolation 

function [qx,qy,qz]=interpolation(x,y,z,resolution_in_mm); 
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% ti = min(x):5:max(x);%-2:.25:2; 

% tj = min(y):5:max(y);  

% [qx,qy] = meshgrid(ti,tj); 

% qz= griddata(x,y,z,qx,qy,nearest); 

F = TriScatteredInterp(x,y,z,'natural'); 

% % Evaluate the interpolant at the locations (qx, qy). The corresponding value at these locations is qz: 

%  

ti = min(x):resolution_in_mm:max(x);%-2:.25:2; 

tj = min(y):resolution_in_mm:max(y); 

[qx,qy] = meshgrid(ti,tj); 

qz = F(qx,qy); 

end 

 

 

% ti = min(x):5:max(x);%-2:.25:2; 

% tj = min(y):5:max(y);  

% [xq,yq] = meshgrid(ti,tj); 

% zq = griddata(x,y,z,xq,yq); 

% % Plot the gridded data along with the scattered data. 

%  

% mesh(xq,yq,zq), hold 

% plot3(x,y,z,'o'), hold off 

% set(gca,'XTick',[-2 -1 0 1 2]); 

% set(gca,'YTick',[-2 -1 0 1 2]); 

 

 

% surf(qx,qy,qz); 

% colormap(hsv); 

% shading flat; 

% %      lighting phong; 

% %      camlight headlight; 

%      colorbar('location','eastOutside'); 

%      hold on; 

%      view(0,90); 

%      mov1(i)=getframe(gcf); 

% end 

% movie2avi(mov1, 'road.avi', 'compression', 'None'); 

 

Subdir 

function [sub,fls] = subdir(CurrPath) 

%   SUBDIR  lists (recursive) all subfolders and files under given folder 

%     

%   SUBDIR 

%        returns all subfolder under current path. 

% 

%   P = SUBDIR('directory_name')  

%       stores all subfolders under given directory into a variable 'P' 

% 

%   [P F] = SUBDIR('directory_name') 

%       stores all subfolders under given directory into a 

%       variable 'P' and all filenames into a variable 'F'. 

%       use sort([F{:}]) to get sorted list of all filenames. 

% 

%   See also DIR, CD 

 

%   author:  ElmarTarajan [Elmar.Tarajan@Mathworks.de] 

%   version: 2.0  

%   date:    07-Dez-2004 

% 

if nargin == 0 

CurrPath = cd; 

end% if 

if nargout == 1 

sub = subfolder(CurrPath,''); 

else 

   [sub fls] = subfolder(CurrPath,'',''); 
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end% if 

  % 

  % 

function [sub,fls] = subfolder(CurrPath,sub,fls) 

%------------------------------------------------ 

tmp = dir(CurrPath); 

tmp = tmp(~ismember({tmp.name},{'.' '..'})); 

for i = {tmp([tmp.isdir]).name} 

sub{end+1} = [CurrPath '\' i{:}]; 

if nargin==2 

sub = subfolder(sub{end},sub); 

else 

tmp = dir(sub{end}); 

fls{end+1} = {tmp(~[tmp.isdir]).name}; 

      [sub fls] = subfolder(sub{end},sub,fls); 

end% if 

end% if 

 

 

Fun_crack_classification 

function fun_crack_classification(x, qx, qy, qz, prop1, processed_file_name,Starting_scan_line_no); 

crack_classification=[]; 

for ci=1:length(prop1); 

 

crack_length_x(ci)=prop1(ci,:).BoundingBox(3); 

crack_length_y(ci)=prop1(ci,:).BoundingBox(4); 

longitudinal_length_ratio =(crack_length_x(ci)/crack_length_y(ci)); 

transverse_length_ratio =(crack_length_y(ci)/crack_length_x(ci)); 

crack_start_chainage(ci)=qx(floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(2)),floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(1))); 

crack_start_chainage_in_m(ci)= floor(crack_start_chainage(ci)/1000); 

if ((crack_length_x(ci)>20 &crack_length_y(ci)>20)&(longitudinal_length_ratio>0.6 |transverse_length_ratio>0.6)); 

crack_category(ci)= 3;%'potholes';%['Pothole']; 

 

%     crack_start_chainage(ci)=qx(floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(2)),floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(1))); 

 

    crack_start_point(ci)=qy(floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(2)),floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(1))); 

crack_end_chainage(ci)= crack_start_chainage(ci)+crack_length_x(ci); 

    crack_length1(ci)=crack_end_chainage(ci)- crack_start_chainage(ci); 

crack_area(ci)=prop1(ci).Area*(0.5*0.5); 

average_width(ci)=crack_area(ci)/crack_length1(ci); 

crack_class(ci)=0; 

 

elseifcrack_length_x(ci)>crack_length_y(ci) 

crack_category(ci)= 1;%'Longitudinal crack';%['longitudinal_crack'];  

crack_start_point(ci)=qy(floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(2)),floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(1))); 

crack_end_chainage(ci)= crack_start_chainage(ci)+crack_length_x(ci); 

    crack_length1(ci)=crack_length_y(ci); 

crack_area(ci)= prop1(ci).Area*(0.5*0.5); 

average_width(ci)=crack_area(ci)/crack_length1(ci); 

if average_width(ci)<0.5 

crack_class(ci)=1; 

elseifaverage_width(ci)>0.5 &average_width(ci)<1.5 

crack_class(ci)=2; 

else 

crack_class(ci)=3; 

end 

% crack_end_chainage(ci)=qx((prop1(ci,:).BoundingBox(2))); 

% s=s+1; 

else 

crack_category(ci)= 2;%'transverse crack'; 

%     crack_start_chainage(ci)=qx(floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(2)),floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(1))); 

    crack_start_point(ci)=qy(floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(2)),floor(prop1(ci).BoundingBox(1))); 

crack_end_point(ci)= crack_start_point(ci)+crack_length_y(ci); 

crack_end_chainage(ci)= crack_start_chainage(ci)+crack_length_x(ci); 

    crack_length1(ci)=crack_length_y(ci); 

crack_area(ci)=prop1(ci).Area*(0.5*0.5); 
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average_width(ci)=crack_area(ci)/crack_length1(ci); 

crack_class(ci)=0; 

if average_width(ci)<0.5 

crack_class(ci)=1; 

elseifaverage_width(ci)>0.5 &average_width(ci)<1.5 

crack_class(ci)=2; 

else 

crack_class(ci)=3; 

end 

% d=d+1; 

% crack_start_chainage(ci)=qy((prop1(ci,:).BoundingBox(1))); 

% crack_end_chainage(ci)=qy((prop1(ci,:).BoundingBox(2))); 

end 

crack_id(ci,:)=strcat(regexprep(processed_file_name,'V510_',''),'_',num2str(ci),'_',num2str(crack_start_chainage_in_

m(ci))); 

end 

crack_classification(:,1)=crack_category; 

crack_classification(:,2)=crack_class; 

crack_classification(:,3)=crack_start_chainage; 

crack_classification(:,4)=crack_start_point; 

crack_classification(:,5)=crack_end_chainage; 

crack_classification(:,6)=(crack_length1/2); 

crack_classification(:,7)=crack_area; 

crack_classification(:,8)=average_width; 

xlsfile_name = 

strcat(processed_file_name{1,1},'_scan_line_no_',int2str(Starting_scan_line_no),'_chainage_',int2str(min(x)),'mm_to

_',int2str(max(x)),'mm'); 

d={'crack 

ID','crack_category','crack_class','crack_start_chainage(mm)','crack_start_point_in_transverse_direction(mm)','crack_

end_chainage(mm)','crack_length(cm)','crack_area in cm2','average_width'};%;crack_category; crack_start_chainage; 

crack_start_point; crack_end_chainage}; 

 

xlswrite(xlsfile_name, d,'sheet1','A1'); 

xlswrite(xlsfile_name, crack_id,'sheet1','A2'); 

% xlswrite(xlsfile_name,crack_category, 'sheet1','B2'); 

xlswrite(xlsfile_name,crack_classification,'sheet1','B2'); 

 

 

Graph_generation 

clear all  

close all 

filez = dir('V510_R1*419*.xls');%put 712 instead of 419 if you want to change the excel file to be processed(season) 

% number of available file 

file_no = length(filez); 

 

for i=1:file_no % put a number instead of file_no if you want to make graph for limited files 

prompt=[filez(i).name]; 

excel_file_read{i}=(xlsread(prompt)); 

end 

%% 

 

xl_mat=[]; 

for j=1:length(excel_file_read) 

xl_mat=vertcat(xl_mat,excel_file_read{j}); 

end 

 

sorted_mat=sortrows(xl_mat,1); 

 

%%%---------crack location and classification plot--------%%%%%%% 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

h=figure('Position',[120 scrsz(4)/10 scrsz(3)-200 scrsz(4)-210]); % assign the position and size of the plot 

figure(1) 

 

gscatter(sorted_mat(:,3),sorted_mat(:,4),sorted_mat(:,1),'kkk','po*',[5 7 7],'off'); 

axis tight 
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% axis ([min(sorted_mat(:,3)),max(sorted_mat(:,3)),min(sorted_mat(:,4)),max(sorted_mat(:,4))]); 

% legend('longitudinal','transverse','potholes','location','SouthOutside'); 

hold on 

gscatter(sorted_mat(:,3),sorted_mat(:,4),sorted_mat(:,2),'kgr','*..',[5 5 5 10],'off'); 

 

axis tight 

title('Crack types and their location'); 

% axis ([min(sorted_mat(:,3)),max(sorted_mat(:,3)),min(sorted_mat(:,4)),max(sorted_mat(:,4))]); 

legend('Longitudinal','Transverse','Potholes','Potholes','SecondClass','Third 

Class','location','southOutside','Orientation','HOrizontal'); 

xlabel('Chainage(mm)'); 

ylabel('Width(mm)'); 

% hold on 

% end 

%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%-------------histogram----%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

figure(2) 

[n,a]=hist(sorted_mat(:,2),4); 

x=a'; 

y=n'; 

bar(x,y); 

title('Histogram of the cracks classes'); 

text(x,y,num2str(y),'HorizontalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','bottom') 

set(gca, 'XTick',[0:3],'XTickLabel',{'Potholes' '1' '2' '3' }); 

xlabel('Class of the cracks'); 

ylabel('Frequency distribution'); 
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List of Detailed Graphs, Histograms and Images 

 

 

Figure 78: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 22197m to 2212m 

 

 

 

Figure 79: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 80: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2212m to 2225m 

 

 

 

Figure 81: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 82: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2225m to 2237m 

 

 

 

Figure 83: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 84: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2237m to 2252m 

 

 

 

Figure 85: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 86: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2192.5m to 2206.5m 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 87: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 88: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2247.5m to 2259.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 89: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 90: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2259.5m to 2274.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 91: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 92: Automatic generation of graph showing the pavement distresses from chainage 2274.5m to 2286.5m 

 

 

 

 

Figure 93: Automatic generation of histogram showing the pavement distresses and distributions 
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Figure 94: Image output from chainage 2197m to 2201.5m 

 

 

 

 

Figure 95: Image output from chainage 2201.5m to 2206m 
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Figure 96: Image output from chainage 2206m to 2209m 

 

 

Figure 97: Image output from chainage 2209m to 2212m 
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Figure 98: Image output from chainage 2212m to 2215.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 99: Image output from chainage 2215.5m to 2218.5m 
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Figure 100: Image output from chainage 2218.5m to 2222m 

 

 

 

Figure 101: Image output from chainage 2222m to 2225m 
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Figure 102: Image output from chainage 2225m to 2228m 

 

 

 

 

Figure 103: Image output from chainage 2228m to 2231m 
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Figure 104: Image output from chainage 2231m to 2234.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 105: Image output from chainage 2234.5m to 2237m 
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Figure 106: Image output from chainage 2237.5m to 2240.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 107: Image output from chainage 2240.5m to 2243.5m 
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Figure 108: Image output from chainage 2243.5m to 2248m 

 

 

 

Figure 109: Image output from chainage 2248m to 2252m 
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Figure 110: Image output from chainage 2192.5m to 2196m 

 

 

 

 

Figure 111: Image output from chainage 2196m to 2200m 
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Figure 112: Image output from chainage 2200m to 2204m 

 

 

 

Figure 113: Image output from chainage 2204m to 2207.5m 
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Figure 114: Image output from chainage 2245.5m to 2248.5m 

 

 

 

 

Figure 115: Image output from chainage 2248.5m to 2252m 
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Figure 116: Image output from chainage 2252m to 2255.5m 

 

 

Figure 117: Image output from chainage 2255.5m to 2259m 
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Figure 118: Image output from chainage 2259m to 2262.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 119: Image output from chainage 2262.5m to 2266m 
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Figure 120: Image output from chainage 2266m to 2269.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 121: Image output from chainage 2269.5m to 2273m 
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Figure 122: Image output from chainage 2273m to 2276.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 123: Image output from chainage 2276.5m to 2280m 
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Figure 124: Image output from chainage 2280m to 2283.5m 

 

 

 

Figure 125: Image output from chainage 2283.5m to 2287m
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Detail excel sheet with calculation of area of road section and area of cracks 

crack ID 

cra

ck 

cat

ego

ry 

crack

_class 

crack_star

t_chainage

(m) 

crack_

start_

point_

in_tra

nsvers

e_dire

ction(

m) 

crack_end_

chainage(m

) 

crack

_lengt

h(m) 

crack_ar

ea in m
2
 

average_width(

m x 10
-2

) 

R1_20110712_1_2180 1 3 2180.345 -1.865 2180.360 0.020 0.0008 2 

R1_20110712_2_2180 3 0 2180.345 -0.905 2180.720 1.870 0.0760 2.033 

R1_20110712_3_2180 1 2 2180.345 -0.600 2180.350 0.030 0.0006 1.125 

R1_20110712_4_2180 1 2 2180.345 -0.200 2180.350 0.025 0.0005 1 

R1_20110712_5_2180 1 3 2180.345 -0.070 2180.360 0.020 0.0010 2.690 

R1_20110712_6_2180 1 2 2180.345 0.055 2180.355 0.030 0.0005 0.875 

R1_20110712_7_2180 1 2 2180.345 0.105 2180.355 0.030 0.0006 1 

R1_20110712_8_2180 1 3 2180.345 0.190 2180.360 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_9_2180 1 3 2180.34 0.335 2180.365 0.030 0.0015 2.583 

R1_20110712_10_2180 1 3 2180.345 0.450 2180.355 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_11_2180 1 2 2180.345 0.550 2180.360 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_12_2180 1 3 2180.355 0.255 2180.385 0.040 0.0021 2.656 

R1_20110712_13_2180 1 3 2180.355 0.780 2180.360 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_14_2180 1 3 2180.360 1.785 2180.370 0.030 0.0010 1.708 

R1_20110712_15_2180 1 3 2180.365 -0.635 2180.420 0.040 0.0052 6.531 

R1_20110712_16_2180 1 2 2180.365 0.705 2180.380 0.045 0.0012 1.333 

R1_20110712_17_2180 1 2 2180.365 0.885 2180.380 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_18_2180 1 3 2180.370 1.110 2180.380 0.020 0.0007 1.812 

R1_20110712_19_2180 1 3 2180.370 1.550 2180.390 0.025 0.0011 2.35 
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R1_20110712_20_2180 1 3 2180.380 0.065 2180.390 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_21_2180 1 2 2180.385 -1.750 2180.395 0.030 0.0006 1.083 

R1_20110712_22_2180 1 3 2180.385 -0.275 2180.395 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_23_2180 1 3 2180.390 0.186 2180.420 0.050 0.0020 2.05 

R1_20110712_24_2180 2 2 2180.390 0.590 2180.390 0.030 0.0005 0.917 

R1_20110712_25_2180 1 3 2180.395 0.150 2180.435 0.040 0.0031 3.875 

R1_20110712_26_2180 1 3 2180.395 0.405 2180.410 0.025 0.0009 1.85 

R1_20110712_27_2180 1 2 2180.395 0.515 2180.400 0.025 0.0005 1.15 

R1_20110712_28_2180 1 2 2180.395 0.830 2180.405 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_29_2180 1 2 2180.395 0.930 2180.410 0.030 0.0008 1.417 

R1_20110712_30_2180 1 3 2180.395 1.265 2180.415 0.035 0.0011 1.643 

R1_20110712_31_2180 1 3 2180.395 1.900 2180.420 0.010 0.0007 3.625 

R1_20110712_32_2180 1 3 2180.415 -1.930 2180.430 0.020 0.0009 2.25 

R1_20110712_33_2180 1 3 2180.420 0.610 2180.430 0.025 0.0008 1.7 

R1_20110712_34_2180 1 3 2180.420 0.790 2180.435 0.030 0.0011 1.917 

R1_20110712_35_2180 1 3 2180.420 0.865 2180.440 0.030 0.0011 1.917 

R1_20110712_36_2180 1 3 2180.425 0.125 2180.440 0.025 0.0009 1.95 

R1_20110712_37_2180 1 3 2180.425 0.665 2180.450 0.035 0.0018 2.571 
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R1_20110712_38_2180 1 3 2180.425 0.995 2180.435 0.020 0.0007 1.937 

R1_20110712_39_2180 1 2 2180.425 0.115 2180.435 0.020 0.0005 1.3125 

R1_20110712_40_2180 1 2 2180.425 1.635 2180.435 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_41_2180 1 3 2180.430 -0.050 2180.480 0.045 0.0034 3.778 

R1_20110712_42_2180 1 2 2180.445 -0.480 2180.455 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_43_2180 1 2 2180.445 -0.070 2180.455 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_44_2180 1 3 2180.450 -0.300 2180.465 0.025 0.0010 2.1 

R1_20110712_45_2180 1 3 2180.450 -0.195 2180.475 0.040 0.0014 1.781 

R1_20110712_46_2180 1 3 2180.450 0.180 2180.460 0.015 0.0005 1.833 

R1_20110712_47_2180 1 3 2180.455 1.095 2180.470 0.020 0.0008 2 

R1_20110712_48_2180 1 3 2180.460 0.950 2180.475 0.035 0.0014 2 

R1_20110712_49_2180 1 3 2180.475 0.070 2180.515 0.050 0.0032 3.2 

R1_20110712_50_2180 1 3 2180.475 0.570 2180.500 0.035 0.0022 3.143 

R1_20110712_51_2180 1 2 2180.480 -0.095 2180.490 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_52_2180 1 3 2180.480 0.005 2180.495 0.030 0.0013 2.25 

R1_20110712_53_2180 1 3 2180.505 0.200 2180.530 0.060 0.0033 2.792 

R1_20110712_54_2180 1 3 2180.510 0.615 2180.530 0.030 0.0013 2.167 

R1_20110712_55_2180 1 3 2180.515 0.685 2180.545 0.050 0.0025 2.525 

R1_20110712_56_2180 1 3 2180.515 0.900 2180.540 0.045 0.0018 2 

R1_20110712_57_2180 1 3 2180.515 1.180 2180.525 0.015 0.0005 1.833 

R1_20110712_58_2180 1 3 2180.520 1.055 2180.540 0.030 0.0013 2.292 

R1_20110712_59_2180 1 3 2180.520 1.840 2180.535 0.025 0.0008 1.75 

R1_20110712_60_2180 1 2 2180.535 -0.095 2180.550 0.035 0.0009 1.286 

R1_20110712_61_2180 1 3 2180.545 0.465 2180.555 0.015 0.0007 2.417 

R1_20110712_62_2180 1 3 2180.545 0.865 2180.560 0.030 0.0010 1.708 

R1_20110712_63_2180 1 2 2180.550 0.130 2180.560 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_64_2180 1 3 2180.550 1.890 2180.585 0.025 0.0016 3.3 
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R1_20110712_65_2180 1 3 2180.575 -0.805 2180.600 0.045 0.0014 1.583 

R1_20110712_66_2180 1 3 2180.575 0.295 2180.585 0.015 0.0005 1.917 

R1_20110712_67_2180 1 3 2180.580 0.315 2180.600 0.030 0.0016 2.667 

R1_20110712_68_2180 1 3 2180.585 0.485 2180.610 0.020 0.0014 3.687 

R1_20110712_69_2180 1 3 2180.585 0.530 2180.595 0.015 0.0005 1.833 

R1_20110712_70_2180 1 3 2180.610 0.985 2180.625 0.025 0.0011 2.25 

R1_20110712_71_2180 1 3 2180.615 -0.105 2180.625 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_72_2180 3 0 2180.615 -0.155 2181.235 0.310 0.1973 3.183 

R1_20110712_73_2180 1 3 2180.620 0.620 2180.635 0.030 0.0010 1.792 

R1_20110712_74_2180 1 2 2180.620 0.755 2180.630 0.020 0.0005 1.437 

R1_20110712_75_2180 1 2 2180.640 -0.235 2180.650 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_76_2180 1 3 2180.640 0.085 2180.660 0.040 0.0012 1.594 

R1_20110712_77_2180 1 3 2180.640 0.570 2180.650 0.020 0.0007 1.812 

R1_20110712_78_2180 1 2 2180.650 0.630 2180.660 0.040 0.0010 1.25 

R1_20110712_79_2180 1 3 2180.650 0.810 2180.670 0.030 0.0014 2.333 

R1_20110712_80_2180 1 3 2180.670 -1.975 2180.680 0.010 0.0005 2.5 

R1_20110712_81_2180 1 3 2180.670 0.675 2180.685 0.030 0.0014 2.417 

R1_20110712_82_2180 1 2 2180.670 1.620 2180.680 0.030 0.0007 1.292 

R1_20110712_83_2180 1 3 2180.680 0.001 2180.705 0.030 0.0014 2.458 

R1_20110712_84_2180 1 3 2180.680 0.230 2180.700 0.020 0.0013 3.25 

R1_20110712_85_2180 1 3 2180.680 0.500 2180.700 0.040 0.0015 1.906 

R1_20110712_86_2180 1 3 2180.680 0.915 2180.720 0.065 0.0049 3.788 

R1_20110712_87_2180 1 3 2180.690 -0.755 2180.720 0.040 0.0023 2.906 

R1_20110712_88_2180 1 3 2180.690 -0.340 2180.700 0.015 0.0006 2 

R1_20110712_89_2180 1 3 2180.715 1.835 2180.730 0.030 0.0010 1.792 

R1_20110712_90_2180 1 3 2180.720 -0.645 2180.730 0.015 0.0009 3.083 

R1_20110712_91_2180 1 3 2180.725 -0.125 2180.740 0.025 0.0008 1.65 
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R1_20110712_92_2180 1 3 2180.725 0.770 2180.770 0.055 0.0040 3.682 

R1_20110712_93_2180 1 2 2180.725 1.895 2180.735 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_94_2180 1 3 2180.750 -0.060 2180.770 0.055 0.0017 1.591 

R1_20110712_95_2180 1 3 2180.750 0.680 2180.770 0.040 0.0014 1.75 

R1_20110712_96_2180 1 3 2180.750 0.870 2180.785 0.030 0.0027 4.583 

R1_20110712_97_2180 1 3 2180.755 0.585 2180.770 0.020 0.0010 2.687 

R1_20110712_98_2180 1 3 2180.790 -0.810 2180.810 0.040 0.0017 2.219 

R1_20110712_99_2180 1 3 2180.790 0.360 2180.810 0.020 0.0009 2.437 

R1_20110712_100_2180 1 3 2180.815 1.845 2180.825 0.055 0.0019 1.75 

R1_20110712_101_2180 1 3 2180.820 -0.655 2180.840 0.030 0.0020 3.375 

R1_20110712_102_2180 1 3 2180.825 0.030 2180.840 0.025 0.0008 1.7 

R1_20110712_103_2180 1 3 2180.825 0.295 2180.835 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_104_2180 1 3 2180.830 0.550 2180.840 0.020 0.0009 2.375 

R1_20110712_105_2180 1 3 2180.835 1.910 2180.865 0.010 0.0010 5.125 

R1_20110712_106_2180 1 3 2180.845 0.115 2180.855 0.020 0.0006 1.625 

R1_20110712_107_2180 1 2 2180.865 0.075 2180.875 0.020 0.0006 1.375 

R1_20110712_108_2180 1 3 2180.865 0.625 2180.880 0.030 0.0016 2.667 

R1_20110712_109_2180 1 3 2180.865 0.680 2180.880 0.030 0.0013 2.083 

R1_20110712_110_2180 1 3 2180.870 -1.795 2180.880 0.015 0.0007 2.25 

R1_20110712_111_2180 1 3 2180.870 0.505 2180.880 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_112_2180 1 3 2180.890 0.865 2180.920 0.065 0.0027 2.058 

R1_20110712_113_2180 1 2 2180.895 -0.205 2180.900 0.030 0.0006 0.958 

R1_20110712_114_2180 1 3 2180.900 -0.855 2180.910 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_115_2180 1 3 2180.900 -0.775 2180.925 0.035 0.0021 3.036 

R1_20110712_116_2180 1 3 2180.905 0.135 2180.920 0.025 0.0010 2 

R1_20110712_117_2180 1 3 2180.905 0.380 2180.930 0.015 0.0012 4.083 

R1_20110712_118_2180 3 0 2180.905 0.580 2181.010 0.525 0.0202 1.926 
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R1_20110712_119_2180 1 3 2180.920 0.315 2180.930 0.020 0.0007 1.812 

R1_20110712_120_2180 1 3 2180.930 0.015 2180.950 0.035 0.0010 1.5 

R1_20110712_121_2180 1 3 2180.935 -1.870 2180.945 0.015 0.0006 2 

R1_20110712_122_2180 1 3 2180.935 0.470 2180.955 0.025 0.0014 2.85 

R1_20110712_123_2180 1 3 2180.935 0.600 2180.960 0.035 0.0019 2.75 

R1_20110712_124_2180 1 3 2180.945 -0.615 2180.960 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_125_2180 1 3 2180.965 -0.180 2180.985 0.040 0.0015 1.844 

R1_20110712_126_2180 1 3 2180.965 0.240 2180.995 0.040 0.0025 3.094 

R1_20110712_127_2180 1 3 2180.975 -0.280 2180.990 0.035 0.0013 1.893 

R1_20110712_128_2180 1 3 2180.975 -0.090 2180.990 0.030 0.0016 2.667 

R1_20110712_129_2180 1 3 2180.975 1.745 2180.990 0.025 0.0013 2.65 

R1_20110712_130_2181 1 3 2181.010 0.125 2181.020 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_131_2181 1 2 2181.010 1.555 2181.020 0.030 0.0008 1.25 

R1_20110712_132_2181 1 3 2181.015 -1.095 2181.030 0.025 0.0012 2.4 

R1_20110712_133_2181 1 3 2181.015 0.625 2181.030 0.025 0.0010 1.95 

R1_20110712_134_2181 1 3 2181.030 -0.610 2181.050 0.030 0.0013 2.125 

R1_20110712_135_2181 1 3 2181.040 1.075 2181.060 0.020 0.0010 2.375 

R1_20110712_136_2181 1 2 2181.050 0.320 2181.060 0.030 0.0007 1.208 

R1_20110712_137_2181 1 3 2181.050 0.815 2181.060 0.025 0.0008 1.55 

R1_20110712_138_2181 1 3 2181.055 0.655 2181.085 0.050 0.0029 2.9 

R1_20110712_139_2181 1 2 2181.065 0.525 2181.070 0.030 0.0006 0.917 

R1_20110712_140_2181 1 3 2181.070 0.785 2181.090 0.030 0.0019 3.125 

R1_20110712_141_2181 1 2 2181.075 -0.525 2181.085 0.030 0.0009 1.417 

R1_20110712_142_2181 1 3 2181.075 -0.013 2181.090 0.015 0.0006 1.917 

R1_20110712_143_2181 1 3 2181.075 0.145 2181.085 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_144_2181 1 3 2181.080 -0.940 2181.090 0.020 0.0008 1.937 

R1_20110712_145_2181 1 2 2181.080 -0.340 2181.090 0.025 0.0006 1.15 
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R1_20110712_146_2181 1 3 2181.085 0.415 2181.095 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_147_2181 2 2 2181.110 0.285 2181.115 0.040 0.0006 0.781 

R1_20110712_148_2181 1 3 2181.115 -0.150 2181.125 0.025 0.0008 1.65 

R1_20110712_149_2181 1 3 2181.115 0.095 2181.130 0.045 0.0018 2 

R1_20110712_150_2181 1 2 2181.120 -0.850 2181.130 0.030 0.0007 1.167 

R1_20110712_151_2181 1 3 2181.120 0.540 2181.150 0.040 0.0021 2.625 

R1_20110712_152_2181 1 3 2181.120 1.550 2181.130 0.015 0.0005 1.75 

R1_20110712_153_2181 1 2 2181.120 1.615 2181.130 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_154_2181 1 2 2181.125 0.625 2181.135 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_155_2181 1 3 2181.150 -1.970 2181.160 0.025 0.0008 1.65 

R1_20110712_156_2181 1 3 2181.155 -0.310 2181.165 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_157_2181 1 3 2181.155 -0.075 2181.170 0.025 0.0013 2.6 

R1_20110712_158_2181 1 3 2181.155 0.735 2181.170 0.040 0.0016 2.031 

R1_20110712_159_2181 1 3 2181.155 0.840 2181.165 0.025 0.0009 1.75 

R1_20110712_160_2181 1 2 2181.155 1.120 2181.165 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_161_2181 1 3 2181.155 1.770 2181.170 0.035 0.0017 2.357 

R1_20110712_162_2181 1 3 2181.170 -0.125 2181.200 0.050 0.0023 2.25 

R1_20110712_163_2181 1 3 2181.170 0.405 2181.185 0.035 0.0012 1.678 

R1_20110712_164_2181 1 3 2181.170 1.920 2181.100 0.005 0.0007 7 

R1_20110712_165_2181 1 3 2181.180 -0.190 2181.190 0.020 0.0009 2.125 

R1_20110712_166_2181 1 3 2181.185 -0.785 2181.210 0.035 0.0017 2.428 

R1_20110712_167_2181 1 3 2181.185 0.310 2181.205 0.040 0.0013 1.656 

R1_20110712_168_2181 1 2 2181.185 0.975 2181.195 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_169_2181 1 3 2181.190 0.455 2181.205 0.030 0.0013 2.208 

R1_20110712_170_2181 1 2 2181.210 -0.515 2181.220 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_171_2181 1 3 2181.210 0.006 2181.230 0.025 0.0017 3.45 

R1_20110712_172_2181 1 2 2181.220 -0.025 2181.230 0.020 0.0005 1.3125 
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R1_20110712_173_2181 1 3 2181.225 0.900 2181.235 0.025 0.0008 1.5 

R1_20110712_174_2181 1 3 2181.250 -0.735 2181.270 0.030 0.0017 2.75 

R1_20110712_175_2181 1 3 2181.250 0.115 2181.260 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_176_2181 1 2 2181.250 0.520 2181.255 0.020 0.0006 1.375 

R1_20110712_177_2181 1 2 2181.255 1.110 2181.265 0.025 0.0007 1.3 

R1_20110712_178_2181 1 3 2181.260 -0.060 2181.275 0.015 0.0008 2.583 

R1_20110712_179_2181 1 2 2181.280 -0.220 2181.290 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_180_2181 1 2 2181.285 -0.165 2181.295 0.025 0.0005 1.05 

R1_20110712_181_2181 1 3 2181.290 -1.080 2181.300 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_182_2181 1 3 2181.290 0.490 2181.310 0.025 0.0012 2.35 

R1_20110712_183_2181 1 3 2181.290 0.525 2181.330 0.060 0.0034 2.833 

R1_20110712_184_2181 1 2 2181.315 -0.380 2181.320 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_185_2181 1 3 2181.320 0.140 2181.380 0.035 0.0041 5.786 

R1_20110712_186_2181 1 3 2181.320 0.295 2181.345 0.335 0.0015 2.071 

R1_20110712_187_2181 1 2 2181.325 -0.130 2181.335 0.025 0.0006 1.25 

R1_20110712_188_2181 1 3 2181.325 0.400 2181.350 0.035 0.0016 2.321 

R1_20110712_189_2181 1 3 2181.325 1.745 2181.375 0.070 0.0065 4.661 

R1_20110712_190_2181 1 2 2181.345 -1.785 2181.350 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_191_2181 1 3 2181.345 0.345 2181.365 0.050 0.0019 1.9 

R1_20110712_192_2181 1 3 2181.350 -1.905 2181.370 0.025 0.0016 3.2 

R1_20110712_193_2181 1 2 2181.360 -0.770 2181.370 0.030 0.0007 1.125 

R1_20110712_194_2181 1 3 2181.360 -0.180 2181.380 0.040 0.0015 1.875 

R1_20110712_195_2181 1 3 2181.360 0.060 2181.385 0.035 0.0022 3.107 

R1_20110712_196_2181 1 3 2181.365 0.460 2181.380 0.015 0.0010 3.167 

R1_20110712_197_2181 1 3 2181.380 -0.070 2181.390 0.025 0.0011 2.1 

R1_20110712_198_2181 1 2 2181.390 -1.820 2181.400 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_199_2181 1 3 2181.390 -0.275 2181.410 0.030 0.0013 2.125 
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R1_20110712_200_2181 1 3 2181.395 -0.825 2181.405 0.015 0.0006 2 

R1_20110712_201_2181 1 3 2181.395 0.710 2181.405 0.015 0.0005 1.75 

R1_20110712_202_2181 1 2 2181.395 1.840 2181.405 0.030 0.0007 1.167 

R1_20110712_203_2181 1 3 2181.400 0.100 2181.430 0.035 0.0003 4.071 

R1_20110712_204_2181 1 3 2181.415 0.495 2181.440 0.040 0.0028 3.531 

R1_20110712_205_2181 1 2 2181.415 0.810 2181.430 0.030 0.0009 1.417 

R1_20110712_206_2181 1 2 2181.425 -0.050 2181.440 0.040 0.0011 1.281 

R1_20110712_207_2181 1 2 2181.425 0.740 2181.435 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_208_2181 1 3 2181.430 -0.900 2181.445 0.020 0.0009 2.125 

R1_20110712_209_2181 1 3 2181.430 -0.215 2181.450 0.035 0.0012 1.643 

R1_20110712_210_2181 1 3 2181.455 0.275 2181.470 0.035 0.0011 1.571 

R1_20110712_211_2181 1 2 2181.460 -0.160 2181.470 0.025 0.0007 1.3 

R1_20110712_212_2181 1 3 2181.460 -0.115 2181.470 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_213_2181 1 3 2181.465 -0.680 2181.500 0.045 0.0003 3.472 

R1_20110712_214_2181 1 2 2181.490 -0.995 2181.495 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_215_2181 1 3 2181.490 -0.325 2181.510 0.025 0.0012 2.4 

R1_20110712_216_2181 1 3 2181.495 0.415 2181.520 0.040 0.0026 3.281 

R1_20110712_217_2181 1 3 2181.495 0.460 2181.510 0.025 0.0012 2.4 

R1_20110712_218_2181 1 3 2181.495 1.850 2181.510 0.025 0.0010 1.95 

R1_20110712_219_2181 1 3 2181.515 0.310 2181.535 0.025 0.0013 2.65 

R1_20110712_220_2181 1 2 2181.525 -0.090 2181.535 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_221_2181 1 3 2181.530 -0.930 2181.545 0.030 0.0009 1.5 

R1_20110712_222_2181 1 2 2181.530 -0.230 2181.540 0.030 0.0009 1.417 

R1_20110712_223_2181 1 3 2181.530 -0.030 2181.540 0.030 0.0010 1.625 

R1_20110712_224_2181 1 3 2181.530 0.060 2181.560 0.030 0.0021 3.417 

R1_20110712_225_2181 1 3 2181.545 0.355 2181.580 0.055 0.0034 3.068 

R1_20110712_226_2181 1 2 2181.555 0.600 2181.565 0.035 0.0008 1.178 
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R1_20110712_227_2181 1 2 2181.555 0.920 2181.565 0.025 0.0006 1.1 

R1_20110712_228_2181 1 3 2181.555 1.605 2181.570 0.030 0.0009 1.542 

R1_20110712_229_2181 1 3 2181.560 0.330 2181.580 0.040 0.0018 2.281 

R1_20110712_230_2181 1 3 2181.560 0.715 2181.575 0.020 0.0011 2.625 

R1_20110712_231_2181 1 3 2181.560 0.790 2181.570 0.015 0.0005 1.75 

R1_20110712_232_2181 1 3 2181.560 1.805 2181.575 0.030 0.0012 1.958 

R1_20110712_233_2181 1 2 2181.585 -0.735 2181.590 0.025 0.0006 1.25 

R1_20110712_234_2181 1 3 2181.585 -0.305 2181.595 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_235_2181 1 2 2181.590 -1.800 2181.600 0.025 0.0007 1.3 

R1_20110712_236_2181 1 3 2181.590 -0.865 2181.600 0.020 0.0007 1.687 

R1_20110712_237_2181 1 3 2181.590 -0.830 2181.605 0.020 0.0008 2 

R1_20110712_238_2181 1 3 2181.590 -0.245 2181.610 0.020 0.0011 2.687 

R1_20110712_239_2181 1 3 2181.590 -0.145 2181.620 0.070 0.0024 1.696 

R1_20110712_240_2181 1 3 2181.590 0.095 2181.620 0.045 0.0024 2.667 

R1_20110712_241_2181 1 2 2181.595 -0.975 2181.605 0.035 0.0007 1.071 

R1_20110712_242_2181 1 2 2181.595 1.135 2181.605 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_243_2181 1 2 2181.595 1.195 2181.605 0.030 0.0009 1.458 

R1_20110712_244_2181 1 2 2181.595 1.525 2181.605 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_245_2181 1 3 2181.5100 -0.025 2181.615 0.040 0.0014 1.75 

R1_20110712_246_2181 1 2 2181.625 0.505 2181.635 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_247_2181 1 3 2181.625 0.675 2181.640 0.020 0.0009 2.125 

R1_20110712_248_2181 1 3 2181.645 1.735 2181.670 0.065 0.0038 2.885 

R1_20110712_249_2181 1 3 2181.650 1.580 2181.665 0.020 0.0010 2.5 

R1_20110712_250_2181 1 3 2181.660 -1.670 2181.670 0.015 0.0005 1.75 

R1_20110712_251_2181 1 2 2181.660 -0.960 2181.670 0.020 0.0006 1.375 

R1_20110712_252_2181 1 3 2181.660 0.010 2181.675 0.025 0.0009 1.7 

R1_20110712_253_2181 1 3 2181.660 0.525 2181.675 0.040 0.0012 1.5 
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R1_20110712_254_2181 1 3 2181.660 0.580 2181.690 0.040 0.0020 2.5 

R1_20110712_255_2181 1 2 2181.665 0.780 2181.680 0.035 0.0008 1.143 

R1_20110712_256_2181 1 3 2181.675 -0.830 2181.680 0.015 0.0006 1.833 

R1_20110712_257_2181 1 3 2181.675 0.320 2181.690 0.035 0.0012 1.75 

R1_20110712_258_2181 1 2 2181.680 -0.870 2181.690 0.035 0.0010 1.357 

R1_20110712_259_2181 1 3 2181.680 -0.045 2181.690 0.025 0.0008 1.65 

R1_20110712_260_2181 1 3 2181.685 0.065 2181.715 0.045 0.0024 2.611 

R1_20110712_261_2181 1 3 2181.685 0.820 2181.700 0.030 0.0014 2.292 

R1_20110712_262_2181 1 2 2181.690 -1.185 2181.700 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_263_2181 1 3 2181.690 -0.640 2181.700 0.030 0.0010 1.75 

R1_20110712_264_2181 1 2 2181.690 -0.410 2181.700 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_265_2181 1 3 2181.695 1.810 2181.705 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_266_2181 1 2 2181.715 1.190 2181.725 0.030 0.0006 1.042 

R1_20110712_267_2181 1 3 2181.740 0.735 2181.760 0.030 0.0015 2.417 

R1_20110712_268_2181 1 3 2181.745 -0.890 2181.765 0.020 0.0013 3.187 

R1_20110712_269_2181 1 3 2181.745 0.400 2181.755 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_270_2181 1 3 2181.745 0.875 2181.755 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_271_2181 1 2 2181.745 1.865 2181.755 0.040 0.0009 1.125 

R1_20110712_272_2181 1 3 2181.750 0.095 2181.780 0.060 0.0031 2.583 

R1_20110712_273_2181 1 2 2181.755 -0.645 2181.770 0.030 0.0009 1.417 

R1_20110712_274_2181 1 3 2181.755 -0.140 2181.785 0.035 0.0021 3 

R1_20110712_275_2181 1 3 2181.755 -0.075 2181.785 0.030 0.0015 2.542 

R1_20110712_276_2181 1 3 2181.780 -0.220 2181.805 0.040 0.0021 2.593 

R1_20110712_277_2181 1 3 2181.785 0.610 2181.800 0.030 0.0011 1.75 

R1_20110712_278_2181 1 2 2181.785 0.690 2181.795 0.030 0.0006 1.042 

R1_20110712_279_2181 1 3 2181.785 1.700 2181.795 0.020 0.0008 2 

R1_20110712_280_2181 1 3 2181.790 1.780 2181.805 0.030 0.0012 1.917 
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R1_20110712_281_2181 1 3 2181.795 1.645 2181.805 0.030 0.0011 1.792 

R1_20110712_282_2181 1 3 2181.805 -0.035 2181.850 0.040 0.0039 4.812 

R1_20110712_283_2181 1 3 2181.8010 -0.395 2181.820 0.015 0.0007 2.25 

R1_20110712_284_2181 1 3 2181.8010 0.450 2181.820 0.025 0.0009 1.75 

R1_20110712_285_2181 2 2 2181.815 0.830 2181.820 0.030 0.0005 0.875 

R1_20110712_286_2181 1 3 2181.815 1.715 2181.830 0.040 0.0012 1.531 

R1_20110712_287_2181 1 3 2181.820 -1.040 2181.835 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_288_2181 1 3 2181.820 0.315 2181.835 0.025 0.0009 1.8 

R1_20110712_289_2181 1 3 2181.845 -1.910 2181.860 0.025 0.0009 1.8 

R1_20110712_290_2181 1 3 2181.845 -0.930 2181.860 0.025 0.0011 2.1 

R1_20110712_291_2181 1 2 2181.845 -0.625 2181.860 0.030 0.0005 0.875 

R1_20110712_292_2181 1 2 2181.850 -0.300 2181.860 0.035 0.0008 1.178 

R1_20110712_293_2181 1 3 2181.850 0.015 2181.885 0.065 0.0030 2.25 

R1_20110712_294_2181 1 3 2181.870 1.325 2181.880 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_295_2181 1 2 2181.875 0.540 2181.885 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_296_2181 1 3 2181.880 -0.255 2181.890 0.015 0.0006 2.083 

R1_20110712_297_2181 1 3 2181.880 -0.175 2181.890 0.015 0.0005 1.667 

R1_20110712_298_2181 1 3 2181.885 1.740 2181.915 0.060 0.0035 2.917 

R1_20110712_299_2181 1 3 2181.915 -0.560 2181.925 0.015 0.0006 1.917 

R1_20110712_300_2181 1 3 2181.915 -0.375 2181.925 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_301_2181 1 3 2181.915 0.520 2181.930 0.020 0.0011 2.687 

R1_20110712_302_2181 1 2 2181.915 1.520 2181.925 0.030 0.0007 1.125 

R1_20110712_303_2181 1 3 2181.940 -0.110 2181.960 0.025 0.0011 2.25 

R1_20110712_304_2181 1 3 2181.945 -0.615 2181.960 0.030 0.0013 2.083 

R1_20110712_305_2181 1 3 2181.945 0.060 2181.970 0.035 0.0015 2.178 

R1_20110712_306_2181 1 3 2181.945 1.090 2181.960 0.030 0.0009 1.542 

R1_20110712_307_2181 1 3 2181.950 0.865 2181.960 0.020 0.0009 2.125 
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R1_20110712_308_2181 1 3 2181.950 1.045 2181.970 0.025 0.0009 1.8 

R1_20110712_309_2181 1 3 2181.970 1.905 2182.305 0.040 0.0241 30.156 

R1_20110712_310_2181 1 3 2181.975 -0.085 2182.015 0.035 0.0026 3.678 

R1_20110712_311_2181 1 3 2181.975 0.585 2181.985 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_312_2181 1 3 2181.975 0.670 2181.995 0.030 0.0015 2.417 

R1_20110712_313_2181 1 3 2181.980 0.770 2182.005 0.025 0.0015 3 

R1_20110712_314_2182 1 3 2182.000 -0.155 2182.035 0.045 0.0024 2.667 

R1_20110712_315_2182 1 3 2182.015 -0.010 2182.030 0.030 0.0014 2.292 

R1_20110712_316_2182 1 2 2182.030 1.720 2182.040 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_317_2182 1 2 2182.035 -0.215 2182.055 0.040 0.0011 1.406 

R1_20110712_318_2182 1 2 2182.045 0.910 2182.050 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_319_2182 1 2 2182.045 1.301 2182.055 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_320_2182 1 3 2182.050 -0.480 2182.070 0.025 0.0008 1.55 

R1_20110712_321_2182 1 2 2182.050 0.505 2182.060 0.030 0.0005 0.875 

R1_20110712_322_2182 1 2 2182.050 0.855 2182.060 0.030 0.0008 1.333 

R1_20110712_323_2182 1 3 2182.055 -0.285 2182.070 0.020 0.0010 2.437 

R1_20110712_324_2182 1 3 2182.070 1.765 2182.080 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_325_2182 1 3 2182.080 0.345 2182.090 0.025 0.0009 1.8 

R1_20110712_326_2182 1 3 2182.085 -0.940 2182.095 0.015 0.0005 1.75 

R1_20110712_327_2182 1 2 2182.085 -0.630 2182.095 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_328_2182 1 3 2182.090 0.010 2182.115 0.055 0.0023 2.091 

R1_20110712_329_2182 1 3 2182.090 1.700 2182.120 0.065 0.0049 3.788 

R1_20110712_330_2182 1 3 2182.105 1.815 2182.120 0.045 0.0023 2.5 

R1_20110712_331_2182 1 3 2182.100 -0.930 2182.130 0.055 0.0019 1.75 

R1_20110712_332_2182 1 3 2182.115 0.755 2182.135 0.030 0.0011 1.75 

R1_20110712_333_2182 1 2 2182.120 0.825 2182.130 0.025 0.0006 1.25 

R1_20110712_334_2182 1 2 2182.125 -0.980 2182.135 0.025 0.0006 1.1 
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R1_20110712_335_2182 1 2 2182.125 -0.045 2182.135 0.045 0.0010 1.139 

R1_20110712_336_2182 1 3 2182.150 -1.870 2182.160 0.025 0.0008 1.55 

R1_20110712_337_2182 1 2 2182.150 1.035 2182.155 0.025 0.0005 1.05 

R1_20110712_338_2182 1 3 2182.150 1.780 2182.170 0.065 0.0022 1.654 

R1_20110712_339_2182 3 0 2182.155 -0.990 2182.465 0.156 0.0666 2.135 

R1_20110712_340_2182 1 3 2182.155 0.040 2182.190 0.060 0.0037 3.062 

R1_20110712_341_2182 1 3 2182.155 0.700 2182.180 0.035 0.0016 2.286 

R1_20110712_342_2182 1 2 2182.160 1.475 2182.170 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_343_2182 1 3 2182.160 1.515 2182.170 0.015 0.0005 1.667 

R1_20110712_344_2182 1 2 2182.185 -1.925 2182.200 0.035 0.0010 1.357 

R1_20110712_345_2182 2 2 2182.185 -0.065 2182.190 0.035 0.0008 1.143 

R1_20110712_346_2182 1 3 2182.190 -0.640 2182.200 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_347_2182 1 3 2182.190 0.640 2182.210 0.035 0.0015 2.107 

R1_20110712_348_2182 1 3 2182.190 1.285 2182.210 0.020 0.0011 2.75 

R1_20110712_349_2182 1 2 2182.195 -0.135 2182.205 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_350_2182 1 3 2182.195 0.915 2182.210 0.020 0.0012 3.062 

R1_20110712_351_2182 1 3 2182.195 1.855 2182.210 0.035 0.0014 2 

R1_20110712_352_2182 1 3 2182.220 -0.935 2182.255 0.055 0.0027 2.432 

R1_20110712_353_2182 1 2 2182.225 -0.040 2182.235 0.035 0.0008 1.214 

R1_20110712_354_2182 1 2 2182.225 0.570 2182.235 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_355_2182 1 2 2182.230 -0.470 2182.240 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_356_2182 1 2 2182.230 -0.260 2182.240 0.030 0.0008 1.25 

R1_20110712_357_2182 1 2 2182.230 -0.110 2182.240 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_358_2182 1 3 2182.230 1.210 2182.250 0.035 0.0013 1.821 

R1_20110712_359_2182 1 3 2182.230 1.330 2182.240 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_360_2182 1 3 2182.260 -0.655 2182.270 0.025 0.0008 1.55 

R1_20110712_361_2182 1 3 2182.260 1.765 2182.270 0.020 0.0009 2.312 
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R1_20110712_362_2182 1 3 2182.285 -0.235 2182.305 0.030 0.0010 1.625 

R1_20110712_363_2182 1 3 2182.295 -0.140 2182.305 0.030 0.0010 1.708 

R1_20110712_364_2182 1 3 2182.295 0.485 2182.310 0.030 0.0010 1.583 

R1_20110712_365_2182 1 2 2182.295 0.795 2182.300 0.030 0.0006 1.083 

R1_20110712_366_2182 1 2 2182.300 -1.965 2182.320 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_367_2182 1 3 2182.300 -0.330 2182.320 0.035 0.0013 1.857 

R1_20110712_368_2182 3 0 2182.300 -0.080 2182.390 0.045 0.0148 1.644 

R1_20110712_369_2182 1 2 2182.330 -0.465 2182.340 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_370_2182 1 2 2182.330 1.490 2182.340 0.030 0.0008 1.375 

R1_20110712_371_2182 1 3 2182.335 0.245 2182.355 0.035 0.0011 1.571 

R1_20110712_372_2182 1 3 2182.335 0.715 2182.345 0.020 0.0007 1.812 

R1_20110712_373_2182 1 3 2182.335 1.255 2182.350 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_374_2182 1 3 2182.360 -0.980 2182.395 0.050 0.0034 3.4 

R1_20110712_375_2182 1 2 2182.360 -0.155 2182.370 0.020 0.0005 1.375 

R1_20110712_376_2182 1 2 2182.365 -1.840 2182.370 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_377_2182 1 2 2182.370 -1.780 2182.375 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_378_2182 1 3 2182.370 0.655 2182.380 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_379_2182 1 3 2182.375 0.820 2182.390 0.025 0.0012 2.4 

R1_20110712_380_2182 1 3 2182.380 0.785 2182.400 0.035 0.0013 1.928 

R1_20110712_381_2182 1 3 2182.380 0.920 2182.395 0.030 0.0010 1.708 

R1_20110712_382_2182 1 3 2182.400 0.565 2182.425 0.045 0.0024 2.694 

R1_20110712_383_2182 2 2 2182.405 0.020 2182.410 0.035 0.0005 0.786 

R1_20110712_384_2182 1 2 2182.410 0.865 2182.420 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_385_2182 1 3 2182.415 -0.140 2182.445 0.040 0.0024 3.031 

R1_20110712_386_2182 1 3 2182.440 -1.840 2182.450 0.020 0.0008 2.125 

R1_20110712_387_2182 1 3 2182.440 -0.770 2182.450 0.025 0.0008 1.65 

R1_20110712_388_2182 1 3 2182.445 -0.895 2182.460 0.025 0.0012 2.35 
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R1_20110712_389_2182 1 2 2182.445 0.405 2182.455 0.035 0.0006 0.893 

R1_20110712_390_2182 1 2 2182.470 0.645 2182.480 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_391_2182 2 2 2182.475 1.090 2182.480 0.030 0.0005 0.833 

R1_20110712_392_2182 1 2 2182.475 1.715 2182.485 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_393_2182 1 3 2182.480 -0.340 2182.495 0.025 0.0012 2.5 

R1_20110712_394_2182 1 2 2182.480 0.520 2182.490 0.030 0.0005 0.833 

R1_20110712_395_2182 1 3 2182.480 1.315 2182.490 0.020 0.0008 1.937 

R1_20110712_396_2182 1 3 2182.485 -0.270 2182.500 0.020 0.0009 2.312 

R1_20110712_397_2182 1 3 2182.485 0.390 2182.515 0.025 0.0016 3.3 

R1_20110712_398_2182 1 3 2182.500 -0.925 2182.510 0.020 0.0010 2.5 

R1_20110712_399_2182 1 2 2182.510 0.070 2182.520 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_400_2182 1 3 2182.515 0.510 2182.525 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_401_2182 1 2 2182.515 0.865 2182.525 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_402_2182 1 3 2182.520 0.480 2182.530 0.020 0.0006 1.625 

R1_20110712_403_2182 1 3 2182.535 1.765 2182.550 0.020 0.0010 2.437 

R1_20110712_404_2182 1 2 2182.540 1.390 2182.550 0.030 0.0006 1.083 

R1_20110712_405_2182 1 2 2182.545 -0.505 2182.555 0.020 0.0005 1.25 

R1_20110712_406_2182 1 3 2182.545 -0.240 2182.565 0.025 0.0013 2.6 

R1_20110712_407_2182 1 3 2182.545 0.345 2182.555 0.025 0.0008 1.6 

R1_20110712_408_2182 1 2 2182.545 0.835 2182.555 0.020 0.0005 1.312 

R1_20110712_409_2182 1 2 2182.545 1.465 2182.555 0.030 0.0009 1.458 

R1_20110712_410_2182 1 3 2182.545 1.685 2182.570 0.030 0.0018 2.958 

R1_20110712_411_2182 1 2 2182.565 0.765 2182.570 0.030 0.0005 0.917 

R1_20110712_412_2182 1 3 2182.570 0.635 2182.600 0.040 0.0025 3.187 

R1_20110712_413_2182 1 2 2182.570 0.890 2182.580 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_414_2182 1 2 2182.575 0.001 2182.590 0.030 0.0007 1.167 

R1_20110712_415_2182 1 3 2182.580 -0.140 2182.595 0.045 0.0016 1.805 
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R1_20110712_416_2182 1 2 2182.580 1.610 2182.590 0.035 0.0008 1.214 

R1_20110712_417_2182 1 2 2182.600 0.430 2182.610 0.030 0.0007 1.25 

R1_20110712_418_2182 1 3 2182.605 -0.955 2182.620 0.045 0.0014 1.611 

R1_20110712_419_2182 1 3 2182.605 -0.400 2182.620 0.025 0.0008 1.75 

R1_20110712_420_2182 1 3 2182.610 0.740 2182.640 0.040 0.0020 2.562 

R1_20110712_421_2182 1 3 2182.615 -1.940 2182.630 0.020 0.0010 2.562 

R1_20110712_422_2182 1 3 2182.645 0.375 2182.660 0.025 0.0008 1.7 

R1_20110712_423_2182 1 3 2182.640 -0.245 2182.675 0.030 0.0012 2.083 

R1_20110712_424_2182 1 3 2182.670 -0.545 2182.680 0.015 0.0005 1.833 

R1_20110712_425_2182 1 3 2182.670 0.610 2182.680 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_426_2182 1 2 2182.675 0.280 2182.685 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_427_2182 1 2 2182.675 0.885 2182.685 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_428_2182 1 2 2182.690 0.510 2182.705 0.025 0.0007 1.4 

R1_20110712_429_2182 1 3 2182.690 0.565 2182.720 0.030 0.0013 2.208 

R1_20110712_430_2182 1 3 2182.695 0.680 2182.705 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_431_2182 1 2 2182.695 0.930 2182.710 0.030 0.0008 1.292 

R1_20110712_432_2182 1 3 2182.695 1.045 2182.720 0.050 0.0015 1.5 

R1_20110712_433_2182 1 3 2182.700 -0.090 2182.715 0.025 0.0008 1.7 

R1_20110712_434_2182 1 2 2182.700 1.725 2182.715 0.045 0.0013 1.472 

R1_20110712_435_2182 1 2 2182.705 -1.015 2182.715 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_436_2182 1 2 2182.705 -0.350 2182.720 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_437_2182 1 2 2182.705 1.850 2182.710 0.020 0.0005 1.375 

R1_20110712_438_2182 1 2 2182.725 0.465 2182.740 0.035 0.0009 1.357 

R1_20110712_439_2182 1 3 2182.725 0.620 2182.740 0.035 0.0013 1.893 

R1_20110712_440_2182 1 2 2182.730 0.365 2182.740 0.025 0.0005 1 

R1_20110712_441_2182 1 3 2182.730 0.425 2182.750 0.025 0.0012 2.5 

R1_20110712_442_2182 1 3 2182.750 -1.050 2182.780 0.065 0.0028 2.135 
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R1_20110712_443_2182 1 3 2182.750 0.270 2182.770 0.030 0.0014 2.333 

R1_20110712_444_2182 1 2 2182.755 -0.155 2182.770 0.045 0.0010 1.139 

R1_20110712_445_2182 1 3 2182.755 0.335 2182.775 0.040 0.0013 1.625 

R1_20110712_446_2182 1 2 2182.755 1.785 2182.765 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_447_2182 1 3 2182.760 0.715 2182.780 0.050 0.0015 1.525 

R1_20110712_448_2182 1 3 2182.760 0.830 2182.775 0.020 0.0008 2.125 

R1_20110712_449_2182 1 3 2182.760 0.870 2182.780 0.025 0.0010 2.15 

R1_20110712_450_2182 1 3 2182.765 -1.955 2182.780 0.020 0.0007 1.687 

R1_20110712_451_2182 1 3 2182.775 -0.270 2182.790 0.020 0.0014 3.562 

R1_20110712_452_2182 1 3 2182.780 -0.170 2182.780 0.035 0.0014 2.036 

R1_20110712_453_2182 1 3 2182.780 0.775 2182.790 0.030 0.0010 1.625 

R1_20110712_454_2182 1 3 2182.785 -0.100 2182.795 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_455_2182 1 3 2182.785 1.880 2182.795 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_456_2182 1 3 2182.790 0.620 2182.810 0.025 0.0010 2.05 

R1_20110712_457_2182 1 3 2182.790 1.680 2182.810 0.060 0.0026 2.167 

R1_20110712_458_2182 1 3 2182.810 0.940 2182.825 0.025 0.0009 1.9 

R1_20110712_459_2182 1 3 2182.815 0.550 2182.830 0.025 0.0009 1.8 

R1_20110712_460_2182 1 3 2182.820 -0.420 2182.835 0.020 0.0009 2.187 

R1_20110712_461_2182 1 3 2182.820 0.460 2182.835 0.020 0.0011 2.687 

R1_20110712_462_2182 1 3 2182.840 -0.320 2182.850 0.020 0.0006 1.625 

R1_20110712_463_2182 1 3 2182.845 -1.830 2182.855 0.015 0.0005 1.667 

R1_20110712_464_2182 1 3 2182.845 -0.125 2182.870 0.030 0.0019 3.167 

R1_20110712_465_2182 1 2 2182.845 1.345 2182.855 0.025 0.0006 1.15 

R1_20110712_466_2182 1 2 2182.845 1.590 2182.860 0.030 0.0009 1.458 

R1_20110712_467_2182 1 3 2182.850 0.670 2182.900 0.040 0.0037 4.625 

R1_20110712_468_2182 1 2 2182.870 1.085 2182.880 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_469_2182 1 2 2182.870 1.480 2182.880 0.020 0.0005 1.25 
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R1_20110712_470_2182 1 3 2182.875 0.590 2182.900 0.030 0.0013 2.25 

R1_20110712_471_2182 1 2 2182.880 0.790 2182.890 0.035 0.0009 1.357 

R1_20110712_472_2182 1 3 2182.900 -0.225 2182.910 0.030 0.0011 1.833 

R1_20110712_473_2182 1 2 2182.900 0.900 2182.910 0.020 0.0005 1.375 

R1_20110712_474_2182 1 3 2182.905 -1.115 2182.920 0.025 0.0009 1.75 

R1_20110712_475_2182 1 3 2182.905 0.400 2182.930 0.035 0.0016 2.25 

R1_20110712_476_2182 1 3 2182.910 -0.735 2182.925 0.025 0.0010 1.95 

R1_20110712_477_2182 1 3 2182.910 0.220 2182.925 0.025 0.0008 1.65 

R1_20110712_478_2182 1 3 2182.930 1.445 2182.950 0.030 0.0012 2.083 

R1_20110712_479_2182 1 3 2182.930 1.670 2182.990 0.070 0.0060 4.286 

R1_20110712_480_2182 1 2 2182.940 0.120 2182.950 0.030 0.0006 0.958 

R1_20110712_481_2182 1 3 2182.950 -0.905 2182.990 0.035 0.0022 3.178 

R1_20110712_482_2182 1 3 2182.960 -0.160 2182.970 0.025 0.0009 1.85 

R1_20110712_483_2182 1 2 2182.960 0.445 2182.970 0.050 0.0012 1.2 

R1_20110712_484_2182 1 2 2182.960 1.630 2182.970 0.025 0.0007 1.4 

R1_20110712_485_2182 1 3 2182.950 1.880 2182.970 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_486_2182 1 2 2182.965 0.960 2182.985 0.045 0.0013 1.472 

R1_20110712_487_2182 1 3 2182.970 -0.295 2182.985 0.020 0.0009 2.187 

R1_20110712_488_2182 1 2 2182.970 -0.245 2182.980 0.030 0.0008 1.333 

R1_20110712_489_2182 1 2 2182.970 0.890 2182.980 0.025 0.0007 1.4 

R1_20110712_490_2182 1 3 2182.970 1.120 2182.980 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_491_2182 1 3 2182.975 0.350 2182.990 0.025 0.0009 1.85 

R1_20110712_492_2182 1 3 2182.990 -0.120 2183.000 0.035 0.0011 1.643 

R1_20110712_493_2183 1 3 2183.005 0.290 2183.030 0.035 0.0016 2.321 

R1_20110712_494_2183 1 3 2183.005 0.835 2183.020 0.040 0.0013 1.594 

R1_20110712_495_2183 1 2 2183.025 0.735 2183.030 0.020 0.0005 1.375 

R1_20110712_496_2183 1 3 2183.020 0.470 2183.050 0.040 0.0012 1.5 
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R1_20110712_497_2183 1 3 2183.030 0.550 2183.040 0.020 0.0007 1.812 

R1_20110712_498_2183 1 3 2183.035 -1.005 2183.045 0.015 0.0007 2.5 

R1_20110712_499_2183 1 3 2183.035 -0.955 2183.050 0.025 0.0011 2.15 

R1_20110712_500_2183 1 3 2183.035 0.420 2183.045 0.015 0.0006 2.083 

R1_20110712_501_2183 1 3 2183.035 1.615 2183.050 0.035 0.0011 1.643 

R1_20110712_502_2183 1 3 2183.035 1.725 2183.045 0.020 0.0008 2.125 

R1_20110712_503_2183 1 3 2183.035 1.770 2183.045 0.020 0.0009 2.312 

R1_20110712_504_2183 1 3 2183.055 -0.155 2183.120 0.075 0.0054 3.6 

R1_20110712_505_2183 1 3 2183.060 0.610 2183.075 0.015 0.0007 2.5 

R1_20110712_506_2183 1 3 2183.070 -0.335 2183.085 0.020 0.0008 2.125 

R1_20110712_507_2183 1 2 2183.070 0.135 2183.080 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_508_2183 1 3 2183.070 0.520 2183.085 0.030 0.0009 1.5 

R1_20110712_509_2183 1 2 2183.075 -1.860 2183.085 0.025 0.0006 1.25 

R1_20110712_510_2183 1 3 2183.095 -0.935 2183.130 0.055 0.0037 3.364 

R1_20110712_511_2183 1 2 2183.105 0.680 2183.115 0.035 0.0010 1.464 

R1_20110712_512_2183 1 2 2183.110 -0.985 2183.120 0.025 0.0007 1.4 

R1_20110712_513_2183 1 2 2183.110 -0.520 2183.120 0.030 0.0007 1.167 

R1_20110712_514_2183 1 2 2183.130 -1.905 2183.140 0.025 0.0006 1.2 

R1_20110712_515_2183 1 3 2183.130 0.555 2183.150 0.025 0.0012 2.4 

R1_20110712_516_2183 1 3 2183.135 -0.290 2183.160 0.045 0.0015 1.722 

R1_20110712_517_2183 1 2 2183.135 0.485 2183.140 0.030 0.0006 1 

R1_20110712_518_2183 1 3 2183.135 1.615 2183.150 0.020 0.0009 2.375 

R1_20110712_519_2183 1 3 2183.135 1.750 2183.160 0.040 0.0019 2.437 

R1_20110712_520_2183 1 2 2183.145 0.795 2183.155 0.030 0.0007 1.25 

R1_20110712_521_2183 1 2 2183.160 -0.215 2183.175 0.035 0.0009 1.286 

R1_20110712_522_2183 1 3 2183.165 -1.005 2183.185 0.060 0.0018 1.521 

R1_20110712_523_2183 1 2 2183.170 0.505 2183.180 0.030 0.0008 1.375 
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R1_20110712_524_2183 1 3 2183.175 0.310 2183.195 0.035 0.0014 2.071 

R1_20110712_525_2183 1 2 2183.205 1.130 2183.215 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_526_2183 1 2 2183.210 0.115 2183.220 0.025 0.0007 1.35 

R1_20110712_527_2183 1 2 2183.210 0.220 2183.220 0.030 0.0006 1 

R1_20110712_528_2183 1 3 2183.210 0.470 2183.230 0.020 0.0009 2.25 

R1_20110712_529_2183 1 3 2183.210 0.745 2183.260 0.050 0.0036 3.65 

R1_20110712_530_2183 1 2 2183.210 0.950 2183.220 0.025 0.0007 1.45 

R1_20110712_531_2183 1 3 2183.210 1.195 2183.220 0.015 0.0007 2.25 

R1_20110712_532_2183 1 3 2183.210 1.640 2183.220 0.030 0.0011 1.792 

R1_20110712_533_2183 1 3 2183.230 -1.955 2183.245 0.015 0.0008 2.667 

R1_20110712_534_2183 1 3 2183.235 1.585 2183.265 0.070 0.0048 3.411 

R1_20110712_535_2183 1 2 2183.240 0.655 2183.260 0.055 0.0016 1.454 

R1_20110712_536_2183 1 3 2183.245 -1.030 2183.260 0.030 0.0011 1.833 

R1_20110712_537_2183 1 3 2183.245 -0.270 2183.255 0.020 0.0008 2 

R1_20110712_538_2183 1 3 2183.245 0.535 2183.265 0.025 0.0015 3 

R1_20110712_539_2183 1 3 2183.255 -0.195 2183.270 0.045 0.0015 1.722 

R1_20110712_540_2183 1 3 2183.275 -1.900 2183.285 0.025 0.0008 1.7 

R1_20110712_541_2183 1 3 2183.275 -0.240 2183.290 0.030 0.0011 1.833 

R1_20110712_542_2183 1 2 2183.280 -0.950 2183.285 0.025 0.0005 1 

R1_20110712_543_2183 1 3 2183.285 0.390 2183.305 0.030 0.0011 1.875 

R1_20110712_544_2183 1 3 2183.285 851.3 2183.300 0.045 0.0014 1.611 

R1_20110712_545_2183 1 3 2183.315 -0.990 2183.335 0.030 0.0013 2.25 

R1_20110712_546_2183 1 3 2183.315 0.060 2183.330 0.050 0.0016 1.625 

R1_20110712_547_2183 1 3 2183.315 1.240 2183.325 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_548_2183 1 3 2183.325 0.450 2183.340 0.025 0.0010 2 

R1_20110712_549_2183 1 2 2183.340 0.240 2183.345 0.025 0.0005 1.1 

R1_20110712_550_2183 1 3 2183.345 1.860 2183.355 0.030 0.0011 1.833 
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R1_20110712_551_2183 1 3 2183.350 -0.270 2183.360 0.020 0.0007 1.875 

R1_20110712_552_2183 1 3 2183.350 0.360 2183.360 0.015 0.0006 2.167 

R1_20110712_553_2183 1 3 2183.350 0.500 2183.375 0.050 0.0020 2 

R1_20110712_554_2183 1 3 2183.355 0.670 2183.380 0.040 0.0017 2.156 

R1_20110712_555_2183 1 3 2183.355 1.060 2183.365 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_556_2183 1 3 2183.360 -1.955 2183.370 0.020 0.0007 1.687 

R1_20110712_557_2183 1 3 2183.375 -0.175 2183.395 0.055 0.0017 1.545 

R1_20110712_558_2183 1 2 2183.380 1.740 2183.395 0.040 0.0010 1.25 

R1_20110712_559_2183 1 3 2183.385 0.025 2183.400 0.030 0.0009 1.583 

R1_20110712_560_2183 3 0 2183.390 0.050 2183.455 0.325 0.0145 2.238 

R1_20110712_561_2183 1 2 2183.390 0.210 2183.400 0.035 0.0007 0.964 

R1_20110712_562_2183 1 3 2183.390 0.260 2183.415 0.040 0.0013 1.656 

R1_20110712_563_2183 1 2 2183.390 1.315 2183.400 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_564_2183 1 3 2183.390 1.620 2183.415 0.045 0.0021 2.389 

R1_20110712_565_2183 1 3 2183.390 1.680 2183.400 0.020 0.0007 1.875 

R1_20110712_566_2183 1 3 2183.395 -0.890 2183.405 0.015 0.0005 1.75 

R1_20110712_567_2183 1 3 2183.415 0.460 2183.430 0.020 0.0008 2 

R1_20110712_568_2183 1 3 2183.420 1.030 2183.430 0.030 0.0009 1.5 

R1_20110712_569_2183 1 2 2183.425 -1.030 2183.435 0.025 0.0005 1.1 

R1_20110712_570_2183 1 2 2183.425 -0.870 2183.435 0.020 0.0005 1.375 

R1_20110712_571_2183 1 2 2183.425 0.600 2183.440 0.035 0.0009 1.25 

R1_20110712_572_2183 1 2 2183.430 0.900 2183.440 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_573_2183 1 2 2183.450 -1.915 2183.450 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_574_2183 1 3 2183.455 0.785 2183.470 0.025 0.0008 1.65 

R1_20110712_575_2183 1 3 2183.460 0.410 2183.510 0.065 0.0038 2.961 

R1_20110712_576_2183 1 3 2183.460 0.480 2183.485 0.035 0.0010 2.143 

R1_20110712_577_2183 1 2 2183.460 0.730 2183.470 0.020 0.0006 1.437 
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R1_20110712_578_2183 1 3 2183.485 -0.030 2183.505 0.045 0.0019 2.083 

R1_20110712_579_2183 1 3 2183.490 -1.040 2183.500 0.015 0.0006 2.167 

R1_20110712_580_2183 1 3 2183.490 -0.210 2183.500 0.025 0.0007 1.5 

R1_20110712_581_2183 1 3 2183.490 -0.160 2183.510 0.035 0.0015 2.107 

R1_20110712_582_2183 1 3 2183.490 0.565 2183.510 0.020 0.0009 2.312 

R1_20110712_583_2183 1 2 2183.490 1.165 2183.495 0.025 0.0005 1 

R1_20110712_584_2183 1 3 2183.490 1.680 2183.515 0.050 0.0024 2.425 

R1_20110712_585_2183 1 3 2183.495 -0.915 2183.540 0.050 0.0038 3.85 

R1_20110712_586_2183 1 3 2183.500 0.310 2183.520 0.020 0.0012 3 

R1_20110712_587_2183 1 3 2183.525 1.650 2183.535 0.015 0.0006 2.167 

R1_20110712_588_2183 1 2 2183.525 1.755 2183.530 0.030 0.0007 1.125 

R1_20110712_589_2183 1 2 2183.530 -1.830 2183.540 0.025 0.0006 1.3 

R1_20110712_590_2183 1 3 2183.530 -0.350 2183.550 0.030 0.0011 1.833 

R1_20110712_591_2183 1 3 2183.530 0.660 2183.550 0.025 0.0010 1.95 

R1_20110712_592_2183 1 3 2183.530 1.825 2183.540 0.035 0.0011 1.536 

R1_20110712_593_2183 1 3 2183.555 -0.210 2183.570 0.020 0.0010 2.437 

R1_20110712_594_2183 1 2 2183.565 0.015 2183.575 0.020 0.0006 1.437 

R1_20110712_595_2183 1 3 2183.570 -0.170 2183.580 0.020 0.0007 1.75 

R1_20110712_596_2183 1 3 2183.570 -0.050 2183.600 0.040 0.0022 2.812 

R1_20110712_597_2183 1 3 2183.570 0.050 2183.600 0.040 0.0023 2.875 

R1_20110712_598_2183 1 3 2183.570 0.375 2183.590 0.025 0.0012 2.5 

R1_20110712_599_2183 1 3 2183.570 0.790 2183.580 0.030 0.0012 1.958 

R1_20110712_600_2183 1 3 2183.570 1.525 2183.580 0.015 0.0005 1.833 

R1_20110712_601_2183 1 3 2183.595 -1.825 2183.605 0.015 0.0007 2.25 

R1_20110712_602_2183 1 3 2183.595 0.685 2183.620 0.045 0.0019 2.139 

R1_20110712_603_2183 1 3 2183.600 -1.955 2183.610 0.015 0.0005 1.833 

R1_20110712_604_2183 1 3 2183.600 0.535 2183.610 0.025 0.0008 1.55 
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R1_20110712_605_2183 1 2 2183.600 1.320 2183.610 0.025 0.0005 1.05 

R1_20110712_606_2183 1 2 2183.600 1.780 2183.610 0.030 0.0006 1.083 

R1_20110712_607_2183 1 3 2183.605 0.610 2183.625 0.025 0.0016 3.3 

R1_20110712_608_2183 1 3 2183.635 -1.025 2183.650 0.040 0.0012 1.562 

R1_20110712_609_2183 1 2 2183.635 -0.290 2183.645 0.030 0.0007 1.208 

R1_20110712_610_2183 1 3 2183.635 1.670 2183.650 0.035 0.0013 1.893 

R1_20110712_611_2183 1 2 2183.640 -1.080 2183.655 0.035 0.0009 1.357 

R1_20110712_612_2183 1 3 2183.640 1.495 2183.655 0.025 0.0010 2.1 

R1_20110712_613_2183 1 3 2183.660 1.590 2183.670 0.025 0.0009 1.85 

R1_20110712_614_2183 1 3 2183.660 1.730 2183.670 0.030 0.0011 1.875 

R1_20110712_615_2183 1 3 2183.665 0.850 2183.675 0.020 0.0006 1.562 

R1_20110712_616_2183 1 2 2183.670 -0.015 2183.680 0.030 0.0006 1 

R1_20110712_617_2183 1 3 2183.670 1.120 2183.680 0.020 0.0006 1.5 

R1_20110712_618_2183 1 2 2183.675 0.555 2183.680 0.025 0.0005 1.1 

total length of section(m) 3.330 

total width of section(m) 4.000 

total area of section(m2) 13.320 

total area of section(m2) 13.32 

total area of cracks(cm2) 11257 

total area of cracks(m2) 1.1257 

% of damage  8.451 

 


